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Taylcr tlniversity vias first knotvn as the Fort Wayne Fo.
male College, which was organized in 1846, by the Indiana Con-
ference of ttre Methodist Episcopal Church. In 18.52 it was united
with the Collegiate Institute of the same place and became the
Fort Wayne College, a coeducational school. In 1890 it passed
under the control of the National Association of Local Preachers
of thle Methodist Episcopal Church and its name was changed
to Taylor University. It was named for the missionary bishop,
William Taylor, called in Hurst's history, the modern St. Paul.
On July 31, 1893, the institution was rechartered and moved
to its present location. Rev. T. C. Reade, LL.D., was President
at the time the location was changed from Fort Wayne to Up-
land. In its new location it began with a campus of ten acres
of land and $10,000.00 donated by the citizens of Upland. 'Ihe
energy, consecration and self-sacrifice of President Reade and his
helpers built up the institution from these small beginnings. The
rates were made extremely tow that a college education might
be placed within the reach of the common people.
After personal visitation and examination into the character
and work of the college, Bishop Taylor gave it his hearty
endorsement, prayed for it three times every day and assisted it
by his rnfluence and with his means, It found a ptace in his great
heart because of its spirituality. its missionary enthusiasm and its
interest tn students needing financial assistance. All who have
become familiar with its output of Christian manhood and woman-
hood heartily endorse his statcment that "this work is of God,"
There is a sacred memory in connection with the fact that Biohop
Taytor helped to lay the corner stone of th,e present administra-
tion buitding.
In 1921 the National Association of Local Preachers of the
Methodist Episcopal Church transferred Taylor University to the
Alumni Association. The Alumni Association in turn conveyed
it to The Legat Hundred of Taylor University. I-ater The
William Taylor Foundation was organized and to this body
passed the control of Taylor University.
It is felt that this Foundation is very fittingly named, since
Ta1'tor University still holds to the same traditionat policies of
world evangelism, and the spreading of Scriptural Holiness which
were dear to the heart of Bishop William Taylor.
The William Taylor Foundation is a regularly incorporated
body according to the state taws of Indiana; and is made up of a
Board of Directors cf fifteen persons. Section two of the Arti-
cles of Association says the directors of the Foundation shalt be
chosen as follows:
"Three (one eaeh year) by the members of The
William Taylor Foundation at its annual meeting.
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Three (one each year) by the Alumni Association of
Taylor University at its antlual meeting.
Three (one each year) by the North Indiana Annual
Conlerence of the Methodrst Episcopal Church. These
may be ministers or laymen.
The President of Tavlor University shali be ex officio
a member of the Board.
The five remaining members shall be elected by the
ten members as aboie constituted; the election shall bc
by ballot and a majority vote is required for election'
The members of the Board of Directors of The Wil-
liam Taylor Foundation shall be persgns of high and
recognirid Christian character; and shall be members of
some protestant evangelical church; and in sympathy
with tire traditional policies of Taylor University."
These men must be sympathetic with Taylor University's
roisri,on"ty and evangelistic-poiicies, and its attitude to the Holy
Scriptures as the Word of God.
You can readily see the thought of this body is the -perpetu-
ating of an institution that will be interdenominational. The Board
has 
"de";i.a irom the beginning to have Tavlor University def-
initely strengthen the work of the evangelical churches and to
r.nJifr" vo,ing people back into their church groups to be loyal
to the Christ of these churches.
The educational work in the college is intrusted to an ad'
ministrative group elected by the Board of Directors. This group
[". i" ao *iih tie carrvit,g out of the detaits of the educational
tjsk of Taylor Univerjity. It is composed of the President of
the coilege, the Vice-Preiident, Dean, Head of the Department
of Education, and Business Manager.
PURPOSES OF TAYLOR UNIVERSITY
In order that the friends of an effective Christian college may
""" 
rottr"thittg of.the background of this institution, you will-.find
U.to* e*i.t." I\r of the Articles of Association of The William
Tayior Foundation:
'"For the purpose of more explicitly setting forth the
meaning of Chiistian Education as used !v tttg framer-s
of this charter and the methods and policies by which
the proposed results are to be achieved,. through Taylor
University, or any a.ffiliated educational institution under
the control of thls Foundation, the following statement
of belief and Practice is set forth:
The funclamental doctrines of evangelical Christianity
as set forth in the common Christian creeds are accepted'
The Bible is recognized as the Word of God shorving
God's progressive revetation of His own thought and
will to man.
The integrity of the Holy Scriptures and the personat
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identity of the Holy Spirit in the work of glorifying
Christ are not questioned.
The srrbject of the Bible is redemption, inspired by the
love of God the Father, grounded in the atoning sacri-
Iice of God the Eternal Son, and made effective to the
hurnan soul by God the Eternal Spirit.
The g+eat reproducibls experiences of evangelical
Christianity as taught in the Bible, such as the new birth,
or conversion of the sinner, andl the baptisqr oI the Holy
Spirit for the believer, are taught as the privilege of every
one.
As a result of these blessed experiences coming to us
through this giorious Gospel we joyfully acknowledge
our obligation to carry the good news oJ God's grace to
ail men everywhere."
A part of Article V:
"The school, Taylor University, shall be interdenor4-
inational in its service; and a member of any Christian
denomination who is in harmony with the doctrine and
policy of the school as set forth in Article IV, shall be
(admitted to the.student body). Taylor University shall
bo maintained with its traditional missionary and evan-
gelistic policies and its attitude to the Holy Scriptures as
the Word of God. It shall seek to maintain an atmos-
piere stimulating to spiritual aspiration and to the prac-
tice of Christian ethics. It shall cultivate an attitude of
respect for and interest in the organized church."
No institution that has caught the spirit of Bishop Wiiiiam
Tarlor could be local or provincial in its outlook. Studints come
to us from many states and foreign countries. These world-wide
influences in the midst of a splendid intellectual life give the stu-
dcnts who come to Taylor University a distinct advantage.
The task intrusted to the faculty of Taylor University is to
build Christian character in the youth who enter her halls. The
cmphasis is made daily upon the ethical aud spiritual in education.It is felt that this character must be buitt- upon the enduring
foundation of the Gospel of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christl
The doors are open to Christian youth who desire a standard
cottege ed,ucation in the midst of an ideal spiritual atmosphere.
Students are taught to think and to face the facts of life, but al-
ways to feel that they have an anchor that is sure and steadfast
through the great Divine redemption wrought out by Jesus Christ.
oBJECTTVE-AN EFFECTTVE CHRTSTTAN
COLLEGE
_ Education and religion are God's surpassing gifts to the youthtoday. Everything that education has to offer is welcomed and
used in the reaching of the objective, but always with the thought
that it must be controlled ancl directed by the Spirit of Christ.
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Education and religion must not be divorced. lVhile all of this
vast field of education which is so rich in i'ts offerings is used,
in order for it to be effective it must be presented by highly
trained men and women who are definitely Christian themselves
and who help to create a sane, Christian atmosphere. Such iru
fluences are brought to the student life that whether ministerial
or lay they are made to feel themselves a part of the great on-
going Christian educational movement which they will later be
called to lead.
ACADEMIC STANDING
Taylor University is a standard College of Liberal Arts. It
has been given this rating by the State Board, of Education and
appears listed among other standard colleges of the state in
Bulletin No. 16 of the United States Department of the Interior,
Taylor University students enter the great universities of
America and receive full credit for standard liberal arts work.
LOCATION
Taylor University is located in Upland, Indiana, on the
Pennsylvania Railroad between Columbus, Ohio, and Chicago,
Illinois; one hundred forty-five miles from Columbus and one
hundred sixty-nine miles frorn Chicago. It is twelve mile5 east
oi Marion, seven miles west of Hartford City, and seventy-five
miles northeast of Indianapolis.
The University grounds are one mile south of the railroad
station on Indiana state routes 22 and 221. The main campus
lies in the corporate lirnits of Upland. It occupies a slightly
elevated position which gives a commanding view of the sur-
rounding country.
Upland may be reached by way of Hartford City, seven
mrles east, by interurban frorn Fort Wayne anC other pointsi
Jonesboro, six miles west, by Big Four trains (C.C.C, & St. L.)
fronr Louisville, Cincinnati and northern points, and Chesapeake
and Ohio trains from Cincinnati or Chicago.
Passengers from Detroit and eastern lines will intersect the
Pennsylvania line through Upland at Union City, Indiana.
Passengers from Indianapolis may come to Jonesboro ou the
Big Four, or to Hartford City on the triction line.
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Educational Equipment
The Mooney Library is housed on the main floor of the Ad-
ministration building. It contains 13,700 bound volumes and a
large number of pamphlets. The reading rooms are well lighted
and have a capacity for seating one hundred persons. The library
is open during the day and evening of each week day, except
Friday evening.
A good selection of current periodicals, including several
technical journals are available in the reading room. The adjoining
room and hallway are used for book stacks and the reserve sec-
tion. All books are accessible to the faculty and students, and are
classified according to the Dewey Decimal system and cataloged
by author, subject and title.
The Clippinger Observatory is located on the south side of
the campus. It is named in honor of Dr. Charles L. Clippinger,
former d€an of the college. The telescope is a ten and one-half
inch reflector, equatorially mounted.
The Science Lecture Room has forty tablet-arm opera chairs,
a lecture desk, and a large combination projection lantern. The
desk is frtted with gas, water, steam, compressed' air, and both
direct and alternating currents of electricity. The direct current
is supplied from a four and ono-half K. W. motor-generator set.
The Physics Laboratory is equipped with the necessary ap-
paratus for laboratory and demonstration work. The room has
gas, water, and both direct and alternating currents of electrieity.
?he Chemical Laboratories, occupying thd north half of the
ground floor of Maria Wright building, equipped with ventilating
fans, are fashioned to meet latest standard requirements.
Tbe Biological Laboratories are equipped with dissection
tables, instruments, standard compound, microscopes with table
lamps for same, lenses, microtome, electric oven, aquaria, pre-
servation tanks, herbarium, manikin, human skeletons, life-size
model of human body and twelve others, life history demonstra-
tions, balances, and various nets.
The Walker Museum is located in a large roorn oo the first
floor of Sickler Hall and is one of the points of interest on the
campus. It includes mounted skeletons of the elephant, llama,
lion and several others; and the bones of the famous mastodon
discovered near Taylor in 1928. Cr:llections of minerals, fossils,
and ores atso are displayed here" Of great interest is the collec-
tion of \ir'eapons, idols, and other articles of handicraft donated by
Dr, John C. Wengatz, missionary to Africa. The college would
welcome similar gifts from others.
Ttre Athletic Field is located just west of the gymnasium.
It is equipped with volleyball, horseshoe and tennis courts, base-
ball diamond and track.
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Grounds and Buildings
The grounds of Taylor University now total one hundred and
sixty acres, a square block, one-half mile in either direction, be-
ginning at the souih edge of Upland and fronting an extension
of Main Street. Added to this is a number of city lots north
oi the campus, some of which are improved with cottages or
bungalows, used by professors or rented to patrons. "llniversity
Place" is a pleasant residential section.
H. Maria Wright Hall is the main building and is located
near the center of the campus. It contains administrative offices,
recitation rooms, Iaboratories and library. the third floor of this
building has been remodeled to include a weil equipped smalt
auditoriurn for the department of Speech. It is known as Speirs
IIall.
Helena Memorial Music Hall is located southeast of H.
I\{aria Wright Hall. This building was made possible by the be-
quest of Mrs. Helena Gehman of Urbana, Ohio. The name was
designated in the will. A bronze tablet bears this inscription:
"Erected in honor of Rev. R. W. Gehman, a Pioneer Local
Preacher of Urbana, Ohio, 1911." While the building was made
possible by this bequest it was supplemented by a very sub-
stantial gift from Mr. and Mrs. Israel B. Shreiner, and by other
smaller gifts.
The School of Music occupies the main floor of this building.
The second floor is the Chapet, known as Shreiner Auditoriurn.
It is equipped with Pipe Organ and Grand Piano.
Magee-Campbell-Wisconsin Hall is a buildins erected for
women. T,he north unit is Stanley Magee Memorial. The middle
unit is the John D. Campbell Building. The south unit is the
Wisconsin Building. llhere are more than a hundred seventy
bed roonrs, with running ra'ater in each; a parlor; several lobbies
and halls; a general dining room, (with section for luncheons);
the Jay County kitchen and service room; a basement for launder-
ing and another for recreation and social events; modern domestic
science suite; twelve splendid porches, with stately pillars of
concrete. The building is brick and tile, constructed on a massive
steel frame.
Swallow.Robin Hall is a three-story dark brick building, that
makes a very comfortable home; formerly for young women, but
now for men. This was made possible by the gift of Dr. S. C,
Swallow of the Centrall Pennsylvania Conference, and is called
the Swallow-Robin Hall in honor of himself and his wife, whose
maiden name was Robin. The rooms of this hall are named for
those who contributed. In this building Taylor University School
of Religion is partially housed.
Sickler Hall is equipped with lecture rooms, Botany and
Zoology laboratory, and museum and is located on the northern












ENTRANCE TO WOMEN'S DORT{ITORY
Tlti.s modern, sfnrclrlre prouides rooms, dit'tit'tg hall, lau,ndr11, parlor and hospital uzi,Ls
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Maytag Cymna,sium stands at the entrance of the athletic
field. It is three stories high, and is equipped with a large sized
basket ball floor and balconies. The basernent is planned for an
auxiliary gymnasium, swimming pool and showers. This floor
is under process of completion.
Post Office Building is a frarnc atructurc in which is tocated
the college post office, bookstore, restaurant, and grocery store,
and some small apartments on the second floor.
Greenhouse is a nelr'l structure west of the heating plan!
It is fully €quipped with beds, benches, water pipes, steam heat
and thermostatic control. It is used for experiments in Botany.
Central Heating Plant is a new modern building, one of the
best in the state. It has a storage capacity of ten car-loads of
coal and is of sufficient size to meet expanding needs. It is equip-
ped with five large boilers.
General trnformation
Student Organizations
, The Literary Societies. There are two Literary Societies
whose membership is open to both men and women. These so-
cieties are called the Philalethean and Thalonian.
. The life of Taylorrs two literary societies is given a new
impetus each commencement season by an inter-society contest,
in which the winners receive a certificjte of honor. ThJ societies
elect the contestants, each societ5r selecting one for ea,ch subject.
A winner can not compete a second time.
The De'oating Clubs. The young men have two debating
clubs, the Eulogonian and the Eureka. The young women havi
likewise two-the Soangetaha and the Mnanka, The Debating
Clubs are drilling their members to think logically and quickly,
and to appear on the platform without embarrassment.
Taylor University Holiness League. Thi5 q1g2nl2ation holds
a meeting each Friday evening for the study of the Bible from
the _standpoint of the deeper Christian experience. It is a very
spiritual meeting and helpful to all who participate. This is onl
of the organizations that helps to maintain the high spiritual stand-
ards of Taylor Universiqy,
_ The Prayer Band. This organization meets every week for
an, hour of prayer. It is a center of spiritual power. Not only is it
a blessing to all the members and all who atGnd, but it is f great
factor in the spiritual life of the institution.
The Student Volunteer Band. Spiritual power and the mis-
sionary spirit always go together. Knowing Taylor'5 spiritual
_status one would expect the missionary spirit to be strong, The
Volunteer Band meets every other week. Many of its formeimem-
bers are nbw doing effective work in foreign-fields.
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Gospel Teams. These teams are under the direction of the
Faculty Committee who select experienced leaders. for each team.
Ample opportunity is afforded those wishing to take part in
evangelistic work in the surrounding territory, sometimes ex-
tending to other states in the vacation seasons,
The Ministerial Association. All of the student or8aniza-
tions and activities of the university are open to those enrolled in
the School of Religion but the Ministerial Association is under
the direction of the School of Religion and is open to all theologi.
cal students and to those in the university who are preparing for
the Christian ministry. The purpose is that of mutual helpfulness,
the availing of the opportunity for addresses from competent
visitors and members of the faculty.
The T Club. The policies for control of athletics are in the
hands of a committee of the faculty oI whom the Director of
Physical Education is chairman. The T Club is an organizetion
of the winners of the major letter of the college. Its purposc is
to promote clean athletics and to improve the equipment of the
gymnasiurn and the athletic fietd. It functions as an organization
in the student body with the facutty committee in formulating
and carrying out the policies of the athletic program of the schoo{.
The Student Council. This Council shall consist of four
members. In the second semester each class, except the seriior
class, shall elect one of its members to represent its class on the
Council for the following school year, The election shall be by
majority vote and the person receiving the second highest vote
shall be considered the alternate. These three persons shall elect
a fourth member from the incoming freshman ctass.
The purpose is that of mutual helpfulness, the availing of the
opportunity for addresses from competent visitors and members
of the faeulty.
PUBLICATIONS
The college publishes a monthly Bulletin, one issue of rrhich
id the Catalog of the University, and the Catalog of The School
of Religion is a supplement.
A Student Hand Book is published to be distributed at the
beginning of the fall semestef. This gives general information
concerning all phases of college life.
The students issue their own semi-monthly paper, The Echo,
which reports the news of the institution, carries editorials and
exchanges, and aims to assist in molding a proper college spirit.
The Gem is the name given by the students to their college
annual, edited and published each year by the students.
STANDING REQUIRED FOR CONTESTS
Students who engage in contests, either athletic or literany,
must be registered for at least twelve semester-hours; they must
have made a passing grade in at least twelve semester-hours for
the preceding semester and also for the current semester up to
the time of participating in the contests. The studend must havc
rret completely the requirements for classification of classes end
R]EGULATIONS t9
be a bona fide member of the organization participating in the
contest. EJigibility for contests rnuit be deter;ined .t te"-rt trni"-t{.Jgql hours p_revious to the date of the contest. in_
ellgrD-llrty arlsrng trom a_ record of conditional or incomplete workmay be removed according_ to the usual ruie" Student" *ir" p"iii:
cipa.te in intercollegiate aihletics must be registered fo, it'ti"rttwelve semesterrh,ours and must Jrave made-a parrir,g gi"ai--iothat many hours for the precedrng semester 
""a -o.i 
-b.--..ii"g
that- standard for the current semester at the time "i 
pi.ii.rprii"i
in the contests. This eligibility rule is iubjeci to ,eviiion il;;a:
ing. to the standards of the Indiana Intercolieglat" Co"i.ri"ce-"i
which Taylor University is a member.
INTERCOLLEGIATE DEBATING
, Taylor.University is. a.member of the Indiana DebatingLeague, ald participates.in the-debating program of this leaguei
Stuflents_ interested in. intercollegiate ?6latlng are advised"lo
register for the course in Argumentation and Debat" i" tt e-pe-partment of Sqeech. No credit is allowed for intercoltigiiG ?.-bating unless the student has registered for the course,-and the
student's registration load will be taken into account ior those
engaging in intercollegiate debating. The selection of thos; ;;
represent Taylor University is on a competitive basis. Candidatestor the intercollegiate debate teams must be registered for at least
twelve hours and must have made an au"r.g-. of not less than
one and one-half honor points for each semeiter hour for lrt i"t
th.ey.are registered in the preceding semester in school. frestmenwill be perm_itted to partiiipate in*intercoilegiaie debate oitr, ir,.
corsent of the head of the Department of Sp..cli and the bean
of the College.
ATHLETICS
Jarlo5 University is committed to the policy of intramuralsports-and_a program, varied enough to offer some form of ac-tlvtty tor all the students. fn season the following sports are en-
couraged: Tennis, basket ball, baseball, track, arid in" fotto*inl
recreational gam.es: Volleyball, softball, touch'football, pirrgpong]
aerial dart, shtffleb_oard, and horseshoes. Taylor U"i".liit"v- 
"fr-.i:1c",c.,r, in a limited way i.n intercollegiate athletics, in baskei bal!baseball, track and tennis. The intramural program is undei
the supervision of the Director of physical nducition, 
-;.;ki";
in cooperation with the student manageis of the T Ctul.' Stuainii
may bring athletic suits and equipment which they -ay porsers.
Regulations
. - Att_endance at Taylor University is a privilege and not aright.- In order to safeguard those ideals of scholaiship and thai
moral atrnosphere which are the very purpose of its fo;nding and
maintenance, the college reserves the-right and the student-con-
cedes to the college the right to require the withdrawal of any




in-all matiers pertaining to personal con-
duct. student, "r" 
.*pt.i"J i" Lth""t-as responsible citizens and
lr#u.r, i,i'.-Cnri"ii""" *m-munity. Any siudent who becomes
;;'&;ttri; t" trt" "pitit ""ai*"tttl'at 
of the institution' or'tho
ilii.";J';;;.;pii;i' ih. .;l;;-l-;i * 'i't' he is sent to college'
therebv severs his .o,,u*iJ"- *ith tht college and will be dis-
;i'..;j ,,Ji.""""r' tt " E.".i"f 
welfare may require it. Every. ef-
i.i.ti^irrr"ri" "i"i" t" td*J"it 
ittt ttua""t to honest' conscientious
effort. but the college ;. "ti-*iiii"g-io 
unJertake the. problem of
iillitiirirl*'!;'l;;6;h. aie not i-n svmpathv with its purposes'
chancl exercises 
"rJ 
t"ia--.i.tt rih""t aLy when the entire
""h;i'T.:;;;i;'i; 
;;;ii';' entertainrn€nt or instruction'
Everv student it t.q"]ttd i" itt"na all chapel services'- More
4,"n-t|'i'.'. ;;::.;';;;l;;;; fiom chapel.subject the student to
l'?..'lii"$r^oo.-]itti' f*'il;;;-;;iJ *itt'i" one week after the
notice is sent to tt-," ,trr'a""rri, li lr'o"rlt.a _and.if not-paidJtithin
two weeks after, the tttatti is auto*atitally disenrolled' Excuse
for absence from chapei*lt'tti* t" be-honbred' must be signed
bv the Dean of M",, ol l;"- D;;t ;i Women' or bv the school
nlrse if the student ;. Air..i' ""der h_er 
c.are, and must be Jited
;'ii#',;;;";;;[-;i th;;;i"'' At the.discretion of the com-
-iii"" "" Ct.dits, 
an excess of unexcused absences may occaslon'
a reduction of grades.- .* E;;;;-riucl"ent is required to attend the sunday vesper.servrce
.*..ir'in"t"irLi;;i;il;i a"d-'lu".h' or two church services' or
liJilir!''r'" "'i-.r'"r." .r..*ii*"-*itt'be 
accepted in lieu of the
Sunday vesPer servlce'
The college has general oversight of all student rooming
houses. Students -.y'itt-iat o"ly in such homes as have 
the
college aPProval.""'^Tir.?ri.ge is not responsible for loss of oersonal property
belonging to students ;" ^"""i'"l"ifo*i "*""J 
by fhe college whcth-
.i ttt"" toit occurs by the{t, fire, r utrknown cause'
Parents or grrardian"s itit"'ttgitrti s-tudents with the-college
tr,...nl,l...pi .il}'" ;;;ti;;;?; 'it 
to'ttl in this catalog and
pf"ig""tfi.i. iooperation in making a wholesome environment pos-
sib1e."'""in" college also reserves the right, during the college year' to
-"f."' n"ny'.fr"'"-g* ;hi.h'"i"" a.".fr.a'advisible 
in the rules and
regulations, and also in the fees'
Expenses
Board-Taylor University dresires to offer the best in college
life at the to*..t pot.lii" iott' ln harrnony with this desire'
board is furnished i" ,i" ii";"*"ii"ii-'t irt" ratl of $4'50 per week'
or $81.00 a semester, i"ttl"tiitl"t-*titt. to.the same person and-"'""-Ji"";r- 
"J'""*.'ri"i;;;;,t 
to.maintain the price of board
;;'.hi; ,"i.]-il""ia ."*-r[iiv pric.es rise .materially, the col-
lege may be forced to raise the-raie' but it will only be advanced
to covet lhe extra cost.
Fcr a single week"or fraction of a semester' add $l'00 a week'
to the semester rate.
EXPENSES
No special rates or transfers are allowed on board.
Students rogming in the coliege dormitories will be expected
to board at the college dining hall,
The charge for students' guests is the same rato as for stu-
dents rvhen not taken b)'semester.
The board we offer is not the commonplace, institutionel
variety. The very best qualities of foods a,re purchased, the prep-
aration is supervised by a competent and experienced dietitian
and under strict sanitary conditions, producing a wholesome, ap-
petizing, well-balanced diet. In addition to this, the dignified
service which we ofier is unexcelled, all of which combines to
make our board offering: second to none.
Rooms-Taylor University is favored with an exceilent health
environment. Since it is situated on the edge of a small town,
away from the smoke o{ the factory and the fumes of traffic, the
student cnjoys the advantages of pure air and sunshine with the
repose of a beautiful campus and surround[ng countryside.
Special attention is given to the health of the studenl In
fact, the health of students is a matter of first consideration at
Taylor. The consistently low rate of illness among our students
over the period of years gives added proof of the adequacy of our
health program. There are sanitary hospital rooms equipped with
regular hospital beds and special attention is given to the diet of
the student when ill. The college employs registered nurses, who
look aftir the health interests of the student. This service is
open alike to men and women.
Al1 rooms are furnished with window shades, bed, mattress,
table, chairs, and dresser with mirror. Students must furnish
everything necessary for the bedi with the exception of the mat-
tress. Thel' must also furnish their own towels. The college
launders the sheets, pillorvcases, and towels, four pieces free each
week.
Standard amount of w-attage for lights allowe? for each room
is sixty-five watts. Any increase of this amount requires an ex-
tra fee.
The college provides rooms for young \Momen in Campbell
Hall and Magee Hall, and for young men in 'Wisconsin Elall and
Swallow-Robin Flall. The rental rate for rooms per person is
$40.50 per semester of eighteen weeks for a double room and
$58.50 per semester of eighteen weeks for a single room.
Reservations may be secured by making a deposit of $5.00.
This deposit automatically becomes a room diposit, and is re-
funded when the room is vacated and the room key is returned,
less any charges for damage to the room an.d' furniture. Do-
posits for reservation will not bc refunded after September 1.
The college reserves all rights concerning the assignment and
reassignment of rooms or the termination of their occupancy.
Any change of room within the semester, made at the re-
quest of the student, entails a charge of $1.00.
Tuition and Fees-Tuition for not less than thirteen or more
than fifteen semester-hours in the College of Liberal Arts is
$75.00 per semester. For each hour less than thirteen or in excess
of fifteen semester-hours, a charge of $6.00 per semester hour is
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made. Persons not registered as students, desiring to attend a
course as auditors, more or less regularly, without credit, may be
admitted on authorization of the Dean of the College and t}le
payment of $1.50 per semester hour.
Rate on a fraction of a semester's tuition is the same as a
semester.
The incidental fee of $10.00 is charged each student enrolled at
the beginning of each semester. This incidental fee covers the
use of the library, athletic field, tennis courts, and gymnasium;
admission to games and debates; subscription to the Gem and
Echo; post office box rent; nurses' fee; *physician's services;
lyceum numbers; and first transcripts,.
*See page 23.
ESTIMATED COST FOR ONE SEMESTER
A student taking a regular load of 13 to 15 hours in the Col-
lege of Liberal Arts will find the semester's expenses, exclusive
of laboratory fees, to be as follows:





For expenses in Music see the School of Music page 94.
For expenses of the theological college course see the School
ol Religion page 99.
To this estimated total, providing a Laboratory Course is
chosen, LJboratory Fees, per semester' in the amount correspond-
ing to the course selected in the list following, must be added.
LABORATORY FEES




Chemistry-30l, 302, 401-4$2 15.00
Educ'ation--r3 4l; 342 .25
FTnme Eennomics-101-102- 201. 202- 322 3.00Home co i , , , 2








Soeecb-2l!, 212 .. 3.00
Speech-3l|,312,421,422 ... 18.00
OTHER FEES AND EXPENSES
Speciat Examination . . .. ... .. . .$ l.W
Graduation Fee .. 13.50
Late Registration 2'W
EXPENSES z3
Change of Registration ... .50
Physical Education, Junior and Senior
year, per semester 5.00
Supervised Student Teaching, per semester \25.00
Iaboratory Fees are charged {or the use of apparatus arad
supplies.
Tbe Special Examination Fee is charged for all special exam-
inations or tests unless the absence is excused by the Dean of the
College. Any student applying for such an examination or test
must present a certificate {rom the Business Office showrng that
such a fee has been paid.
Graduation Fee is charged to all those who expect to grad-
uate, and is payable six weeks before g'raduation. This wifi
cover the cost of diploma and rental of cap and gown.
Late Registration Fee is charged each matriculated student
who registers later than the registration time of any semcster'
Change of Rogistration Fee is charged the student for each
change made after the regular time of registration.
Physical Education Fee for Juniors and Seniori is charged
when fhe required Physical Education courses for Freshmen and
Sophomores are delayed to the Junior and Senior year.
$spervised Student Teaching Fee is charged all students who
take observation and student teaching under critic teachers in
outside schools, recommended by the Department of Educatilon
of the College.
Books, stationery and supplies are extra and may be pur-
chased at the College Bookstore.
Ifospital Unit. The college has sanitary hospital roo{ns'
equipped with regular hospital beds, where the students, when it
ii diemed advisable, may be cared for by Taylor's registered
nurses. Students needing hospital service will be expected to pay
a fee to cover the actual expense and also charge for extended
physician's services.
SETTI"JEMENT OF BILLS
It is increasingly evident that the college cannot be run ex-
cept on a cash basis. Students, therefore, should be prepared to
pay the semester's expense on the day of registration. Money
may be remitted in advance of enrollment if desired. Registra-
tion is considered incomplete until cash payment is made for at
least one-half the total amount of the semester's expense, there
being no extension of time. The second payment for the first
semester is due November lSth and for the second semester
March l5th. Registration will be automatically cancelled if pay-
ment is nor made within two weeks of these dates, except by
special permission of the President.
Accounts of one semester must be adjusted in full before en-
rollment in the following semester will be permitted.
No degree will be conferred and no diploma, certificate,
transcript of credit, letter of honorable dismissal or recommenda.
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tion will be granted to students who have not discharged all
financial obligations to the college.'-'-- -S-ioi""t."who 
depend or, .ult.ent earnings may pay .!y i$:
stallments, if they present a feasible plan of keeping well p:uc
in advance."'-]q,?"a."t 
leaving during the semester up-on the order of his
"tt"S.i"" o. 
upon thE advicJ and consent of the Dean of Men or
il; b;; "i 
fro-"n will be allowed an 80% refund iJ he- leaves
iitii"e th" eiti itt"." *eiks of the semester, a !0/o t:flng.,if
he leJves before the end of six weeks of the semester' arld a +v"/o
;i;il ii [. i.tul" aoring the remainder of the first half of the
;;;;t.;. ""d-n" 
i"t"nd"if he leaves during the second half of
;h;-;;;;t;t- A student leaving without the advice and consent
"i-"itft".-"i 
the Deans will reciive no refund' To withdraw, a
student must report to the office of the Dean of the College'
Fees are not refundable.
Stua""tt withdrawing before the en.d of the semester and
tftose wft" ate suspended"or asked to withdraw from the college
;;;;;t-;;irre .eiu.,d oln account except at the discretion of the
ed-inist.ati"e Committee o{ the Board of Directors'
CONTESTS AND PRIZES
All participants in contests for prizes. must be tegularty
..sirt.r"i ;tua.ntt ;" good startding. lf assistants in the teach-
;;!'";;il tr-,.ii .i"a""-t load must exceed their teaching load'__- 
N; student shall be eligible for scholarship or contest
ho;;; *fto.u d.po.tment rec6rd, in the estimation of the fac-
ulty, has rendered him unworthy of such.honors.*"'Th; 
same musical or literaiy composition may not be used
by any contestant on more than one contest'- 
Ayres-Ilill Prize in Vocal Music. This prize-is given bv Dr'
B. W. Ayres and Dr. Melvin J. Hill. It provides for two contests,
one between the men and one between the women' In each of
ihese io"t".ts there is a first prize of ten dollars, and a second
;;; of fi"; dollars. Only those are eligible who are students
i;';;.--i; T;ti"; universitv. Anvoni not having received
lh"-f*.;prire-siratl be eliejbli to paiticipate' -Judges shall. be
recognized non-resident singers or teachers. of voice tratnlng'
The?ate of the contest shall"be arranged by-the President of the
U"i"ettity and the Director of Voice Tlaining'
Skinner Piano Prrze. Given each year by. Howard Morse
Sf.i"ne. iClass '25), for excellence in piano.playing' The contest
ir;;; tt advance'studeuts of pia-no who have studied at least
;;"";;l;tuylot Cttiversitv. 
-The person winnin.s first place
i"- .J"Gt it noi etisible to enter the ionte'st the lollowing year'
The prizes are $15.00 and $10.00.
Wttipt "y 
Bible Prize. A pfirg of fir'e. dollars is .given each
.,.*'b,, h.r'. a".l uri' a. J. 'Wtript ey, which is to be awarded
i.Tn" it"a"tit-*ft" *"t ". tire 
higtrest average grade in any full
year Bible course.
Tihe Rose Organ Prize. This prize is given bv- Mi.' N'.L'
n"rJ tCl"tt-'zZi.- It provides foi a first prize ol $15 and a
-"*tia prize of $10 for excellency in organ playing'
,G;il
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
Many lti,storic rnemories center around thi's building
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SCHOLARSHIPS
Through the gifts of friends, and certain monies set aside for
this purpoi, a limited number of scholarships are oftered each year'
$elective Honor ScholarshiPs-
Taylor University has for disposition a limited number of
Selectirie Honor Scholarships which are given to some one in the
upper ten per cent of their graduating class. The.one to whom this
ii given receives a $100.00 scholarship each year for the four years'
Good WiX ScholarshiPs-
A limited numbei ol Good Will Scholarships, ranging from
$50.00 to $100.00 a year are ofiered.
Service Scholarships-
From $25.00 t; $100.00 a year is given in c.a-qqqs w9l|.^ -^
There are a limiied numblr of loins from $25.00 to $100.00 a
year for students preparing for missionary work.- 
A11 teachers of Giant ind Blackford Counties in service, are
granted three semester hours free tuition in any department of
ihe college. This does not include {ree laboratory fees in the
case of the teacher.
Administration
ADMISSION
All candidates for adrnission to the college must g:ive satis-
factory evidence of good character, and those- entering from other
colleges must present letters of honorable dismissal.
Every student desiring admission !o Tavlor Univ.ersitl' llust
make application upon thi blank provided by the college.- This
application must be approved by the Dean and recordcd with
in6 Vi."-pt"sident who assigns- the rooms. Room deposit of
$5.00 should be sent ahead each year !y those desiring room
reservation. This is returnable up to September 1. It serves
"i* ". breakage 
and key deposit, and is refundable when the
student leaves school.
New students should 'have a transcript of their high school
records sent in advance and find out definitely whether or not
they meet entrance condition to college. Those desiring advanced
standins should have their credits sent to the Dean in advance
before ihe days of registration. No transcript can be evaluated
on registration days for advance standing'
Students who do not wish to rn'ork towar'd a degree or mature
students, who have not had the advantages of- an earlier education,
may enter Taylor University and take work in Biblical Literature
u".i R"tigioui Education in special preparation for religious
service.
ADVISERS
Each student upon being admitted to the collegg will ie
assigned to a member of thelaculty as his adviser. The duties
of tf,e advlser will be to assist the siudent in all his college prob-
lems through his Freshman and Sophomore years.
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At the beginning of the Junior year, when the student has
selected his major study, his major professor shall serve as his
adviser throughout the remainder of his college course.
The assignment of faculty advisers will be made by the Dean.
GOVERNMENT
The opportunities and privileges of the college are sincerely
open to ail who wish to develop their abilities and prepare for
useful service to mankind-
Standards of behavior at Tayior University are determined
by an understood code contained in a student handbook piaced
in the hands of each new student at the time of registration.
Some of these rules are definiteiy stated in the admission blank.
A student is reminded that he has committed himself by
signing this application blank to refrain from the use of tobacco,
intoxicants, dancing, card playing and gambling while a student
in Taylor University. Violation of this regulation makes the
student subject to dismissal.
In the interest of modesty, economy and school democracS
young women are urged to provide for themseives a simple and
conseryative wardrobe.
Students who possess and desire to use automobiles must se-
cure a permit from the Dean's ofhce. The automobiles must
not be loaned or hired to another vrithout permission from prop-
er authorities.
The student is also asked to give respectful encouragement
to the religious activities of the school.
'Every possible encouragement is offered a student in theformation of right habits and the development of Christian
character, but those who are not favorable to these regulations
and who do not care to conform should not apply for admission.
The Dean of Men and the Dean of Women are responsible
for the enforcement of the regulations aftecting conduct and for
the administration of discipline respectively for the men and the
women in cases affecting only the one sex; but jointly for cases in
which both men and women are involved.
Cases of importance, involving questions of doubt in matters
of evidence of penalty, shall be handled by the Dean of the Col-
lege, the Dean of Men and the Dean of Women. In cases that are
likely to lead to the severance of the student's relation to the
school, the Vice-President and the President shall act with the
deans in final adjudication. Parents should inform the President
of any peculiatities in temperament, habits, or character oI their
children, that the faculty may better govern and direct them.
PERSONNEL StrRVICE
It is the purpose of the college to render the most valuable
service to every student who enters her halls.
Administrative officers, faculty advisers, various committees,
and the vie',vpoint in organization ail contribute to render this
service to the student.
Ail students upon entering college are assigned to a member
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of the faculty who becomes the student's adviser. This faculty
member gives advice on academic regulations and procedure and
obtains data from the student which may be of material aid in
the rendering of service to the student. See elsewhere for fuller
explanation of this service.
A committee on student finance seeks to aid the student in the
solution of his financial probiems, and functioning at times with
the committec on student loan, many times helps the bewildered
student to find his way through this problem.
The Vice-President has direction of student self help and
if the student has sufficient funds to warrant his entering college
and lacks only a small fraction of the year's expense, he may be
able to find assistance by this means in meeting the balance of
his expenses. Each case is considered on its merits and must be
taken up in advance.
The college, in its organization, employs a dean of rnen and
a dean of women. These persons have their offices and have
conferences with students, assisting them in their personal ad-
justments and seeking to guide them in all phases incident to
college life.
Special attention is given to the health of the student. The
college has sanitary hospital rooms equipped with regular hospital
beds, The college provides a registered nurse who gives atten-
tion to the physical needs of the student. The aim is to prevent
illness and keep the student physically fit rather than emphasize
a cure after becoming ill.
A physical examination is given all freshmen upon entering
college, by competent and licensed physicians. The results of
this examination are placed in definite form signed by the physi-
cian and fled rvith the school nurse.
SOCIAL LIFE
Regulations concerning social life will be found in a hand-
book of general information for students covering this and other
phases of student lifo. This handbook w,ill be furnished each
student. Students must not arrange for social class parties, or
gatherings of any kind, without first obtaining permission from
the Dean, and those outside the college who desire to have socials
at their homes, should first arrange with the Dean if they de-
sire students to attend. Parents shcxrld discourage excessive
visiting of students to friends and relatives residing near the
college, for this interferes with progress in their studies.
STUDY HOURS AND LIGHTS
Students in college halls are expected to observe the same
rules of quietness and decorum that would be required in a high
class hotel. tr{embers of the management or proper oflicials
of the college shall have the right to visit and inspect students'
rooms at all times. Students should not engage in sport or congre-
gate in each other's rooms during study hours. Study hours are
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fromT:45 a. m. to 3:50 p. m., except the noon hour, and 7:45 to
9:45 p. m. Light hours end at l0:3O p. m., except where special per-
mits are secured by those who have good reasons to ask for liater
study hours. Campus games are not in order during study hours
CLASS ABSENCE
Each absence from classes immediately preceding and fol-
lowing a holiday or recess will count double. More than one-
eightli of absenles from a class requires a special examination.
Three tardies make an absence. In all cases of class absence
exceeding one-sixth of the total recitations for the semester, the
teacher shall report the case, with the number of absences, to tlc
Dean, and credit cannot be received for such semester's wrrrk
without action of the Committee on Credits.
CHANGING COURSIES
A change oi study list may be made by the Dean during the
first three weeks of any semester, but after that a change may be
made only by petition to the Committee on Credits and in the
latter case no refund will be made. A subject discontinued after
the sixth week of the semester will be recorded as a failure. The
subjects of a student leaving school before the end of the semester
ritl be recorded as withdrawn. The faculty reservee the right
to withdraw any elective course for any semester if it is elected
by fewer than five students.
STUDENT LOAD
The regular load for a student per semester is fifteen hours,
besides physical education.
For special reasons the Dean may permit a student to Carry
one or two hours above regular work, but permission to carry
eighteen hours must be secured by action of the Committee on
Creaits. A student may not reasonabty expect to be permitted
to carry extra work unless his average grade for the preceding
semester has been high,
In estimating the amount of work to be carried, and credit
to be received, three hours of practice in private work in Music
or Speech will count as one period' of regular class work.
HOU'R SCHEDULE
All five hour courses meet datly, three hour courses meet on
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and two hour courses meet otr
Tuesday and Thursday, unless otherwise indicated- All four hour
courses scheduled to meet in the afternoon do not recite on
Friday and all four hour courses scheduled to meet in the morn-
ing do not recite on Monday.
GRADE SYSTEM
The letters and their percentage equivalents are as follows:
A-93-l@; 8--85-92; C-77-84; D*70-76; F.-60-69, Condition;
F-bel,ow 60, Failure; Inc.-Incomplete; W-Withdraw&
The passing grade is D. Quality points are given with the
gtades, as follows:3 per credit hour vrith A,2 with B, I with C.
ADMINISTRATION 8
A condition and an incomplete lapse into a failure if not
removed the following semester. Any variation from this rule
must be taken up with thq Committee on Credits be{orehand.
Whcn a condition is removed the grade attained cannot bc higher
than C.
PROBATION
It should be the aim of each student to maintain scholarship
raiing equivalent to at least one quality point for each credit hour
for which he is regrstered. This is the minimum graduation
stlndard for the college. The average scholarship rating in terms
of quality points is found by dividing the total number of hours
for 
-whiih the student is iegistered into the tota! number of
quality points earned. For example 15 scheduled hours and 15
rluality points indicate a scholarship rating of 1.0, i. e. one quality
point for each hour for which the student is registered.
A student shall be placed on probation if, in any semester,
he earns fewer than eight quality points on a standard toad (15
semester hours) or an equivalent ratio in less than a standard
load, as based on the original mark as reported at the end of the
semester.
A student on probation shalt so continue until he earns
quality points in any one senester equal to his scheduled hours
for which he is registered-
The student on probation is required to report to a special
committee for advice and guidance and this special committce
at its discretion may require the student to reduce his academic
l,oad, to limit his extra-curricular activities and social privileges'
IRREGULAR WORK
Irregular work (by private instruction) is not permitted, ex-
cept in a vcry rare case. In such a case instruciion for credit is
not allowed without being passed on, in advance, by the Commit-
tee on Credits. The collige collects one-half regutar tuition (irre-
spective of fees paid the teacher for such tuition) for such credit
hours, regarded as extra load, before the credits shall be recordcd
on the books of the school; before such credits are atlowed they
must be passed to the Committee on Credit through the Dean of
thc Coltege.
ORGANIZATION FO'RM
The school year is divided into two semesters of eighteen
weeks in length. The student may enter at the Seginning of
dther semester, but it is advisable that he register for the lrst
gemestcr.
The classification of students is made at the beginning of the
school year on the following basis:
Freshmen: Students deficient only one unit for entrance and
who are carrying 12 semester hours of college work plus physical
education.
Sophomores: Students who have no entrance condition and
lave completed 20 semester hours and have earned 20 quality
points plus physical education.
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Juniors: Students who have completed 50 semester hours
and have earned 50 quality Doints.
Seniors: Students who have completed 84 semester hours and
have earned 84 quality points.
A student's classification may be raised during the ycar as
deficiencies are removed. It may be reduced if regular require-
ments are not met, however, the student who desires to raise
his classification driring the current school year in estimatirrg hie
semester hours and quality points must add the r€gular semestcr
hours and quality points of the preceding semest€r to the min-
imurn requirements listed above.
DEGREES
In order to graduate from any course in the College o{
Liberal Arts the student must have been in resident study for
at least one school year, and to have received one hundred twenty
semester hours, with ths slandlng of one hundred twenty quality
points, plus four hours of non-prepared physical education in
accordance with the group requirements and the major and minor
requirements.
The degree of Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science will
be conferred upon those who have met the requirements for such
degree. See page 33 for the requirements for these degtees.
The degree of Bachelor of Science in Education wilt be con-
ferred upon those who have met the requirements as listed on
page 59 for such degree.
For the degree of Bachelor of Music see the School of Music.
For the degree of Bachelor of Th,eology see School of Re-
ligion.
For the degree of Master of Arfs in Theology see School of
Religion.
Graduation will be declared at any time in the year that the
work is complete. Formal announcement of graduation is made
onee a year only, in June: and all persons completing the con-
ditions of graduation during the year are listed with the clasg
of the ensuing June.
GRADUATION WITH HONORS
In recognition of special merit displayed by the students in
their academic work, the faculty alvards graduation with honors.
Graduation with Magna Cum Laude includes those students who
have an average of quality points of 2.6 for each credit hour of
academic work. Graduation with Cum Laude includes those
stud'ents who have made an average of quality points of 2.2 tot
each credit hour of academic work. These quality points have
the following significance; Three quality points are given each
semester hour wittr the grade A; t*o quality points are given for
€ach semester hour with the grade B; and one quality point is
given for each semester hour with the grade C. No quality points








Standard high school graduation or the equivalency is re-
quired for classification as the first year college student. Thie
supposes 16 units, cspecially for those entering for teacher train-
ing, and 15 units as a minimum for all. Description of options
is as follows:
LIST A.- Units
(At least eleven units must be chosen from this group.)
English-Required of all .. . 3






Solid Geometry . ..
Trigonometry
Civics









LIST B.-Special or Vocational Electives:































Draning, Art and Design
Drawing, I\{echanical
Manual Training or Farm Mechanics . .. .
Music
Shorthand and Typewritingi .. l-2
Physical Education 1
Total 15
Note. Students who contemplate taking a classical course
or a European language major are urged to provide themselves
with at least two years of tanguage, preferabty Latin, for entrance.*If the student presents language for entrance he must pre-
sent the minimum of two units in one tanguage.
*Required of those intending to take a Mathematics majc.

REQUIREI\FNTS FOR GRADUATION &3
RequirementS for Graduation
FOR THE BACHELOR OF ARTS AND THE BACHELOR
oF scrENcE DEGREE
GROUP REQUIREMENTS
Group I. Ancient and Modern Language.
The amount of work required from this group for gradu-
ation is related to the high school credits offered for entrance.
If no credit in language is offered for entrance 20 semester-hours
are required. If two or three units are ofiered, 12 ot 14 semester-
hours are required. If four units are offered, 6 semester-hours
are required. If five or more units are ofiered, there are no
further requirements fronlr. this group. Any language begun in col-
lege must be continued through at least the second year.
Group II. English Compositiorl and Literature, Biblical Lit-
erature.
From this group eighteen semester.hours are required; sil
of these must be Course 101-102 in English, six in literaturc
courses, and six in Biblical Literature.
Group III. Sciences.
A minimum of eisht semester-hours of a laboratory science
must be taken in one of the following fields: Physics, Chemistry
or Biology. A student who does not offer for entrance a unit iu
one oi the sciences mentioned must take an additional eight
semester-hours in the laboratory sciences.
Group IV. History, €conomics, Sociology, and Psychology.
The students must complete six semester-hours in History;
six semester-hours in Economics 2A1202 or four semester-hours
in Sociology L01-102 and four semester hours in Psychology
201-202.
Group V. Physical Education'
Freshmen and Sophomores are required to register for Phys-
ical Education unlesi excused for physical disability in which
case other work must be substituted. The classes meet two hours
each week; a total of four hours is given for the two years.
MAJOR AND MINOR REQUIREMENTS
Each candidate for a degree must choose, not later than the
beginning of the junior year, a major in which he must complete
at least twenty-fcur semester-hours and a minor sixteen semester-
hours. The siudent shall in every case select his major and minor
in consultation with the head of his major department and shall
give notice to the Dean in writing. No student willje permitted
to change his major without consultation with the Dean'
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Majors for the Bachelor of Arts degree may be selected in
the following:
Majors for the Bachelor of Scienco degree are limited to the
field of science. The student who desires this degree is required
to take a major in the field of science and a minor in a second
field of science or mathematics.
Majors for the Bachelor of Science degree in Education are
available in the subjects listed for the Bachelor of Arts maiorc,
and in Home Economics.




























Social Science (Option I, II and III).
Science (Option I, II and III, Chemistry and
Biology).
CONDITIONS OF GRADUATION
In order to graduate from any course in the College of
Liberal Arts the students must have been in resident study for
at least one school year, and to have received one hundred twenty
semester-hour credits, with the standing of one hundred twenty
q'uality points, besides two years of physical education.
Credits will not be counted toward graduation in which the
grade falls below D. Juniors and Seniors are required to register
f-or a minimum of forty of the one hundred twenty hours required
for graduation in courses numbered 300 and above'
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Suggested Scheldule of Prescribed Coursee for the Bachelor of
Arts and Bachelor of Science Degree
Following is the suggested arrangement of courses by years.
Students are expected to observe this arrangement unless therc
is good reason for change. If physical education is deferred to
the Junior or Senior year a special charge is made.
*Freshman Year
English 101-102 6 semester hour$
Language 8 semester hours
llistory l0l, 102 or lll, ll2 ... 6 semester hours
Sociology 101-102 4 semester hours
Biblical Literature 101, 102 or 111, ll2 ....,. 6 semester hours
Physical Education 701, IUZ . 0 semester hours











8 to l0 semester hours
..,.. 4 to 6 semester hourl
0 semester hourlE;;;;ii;'idi, 202
Total . ..30semesterhours
Junior Year
Language (if required) 6 semester hourr
Major approximately 12 semester hourc
lrfinor approximately 8 semester houru
Electives to total . . . . 30 semester hours
Senior Year
Major approximately 12 semester hourc
fufinor approximately 8 semester hours
Electives to total . . . . 30 semester hours
The student in making out his elective course for any year
nlust g:ive first attention to the group and major requirements for
graduation as listed oo pages 33 and 34.
(*) Students desiring to major in Mathematics or interested
in scientific courses, should take Mathematics in their freshman
vear.
For suggested schedule for Bachelor of Science degree in
Education see page 59.
For suggested schedule for the Pre-Professionat Courses see
pages 78 to 81.
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On the following pages is given, in concise forn4 a description
of each course offered in the various departments. Some of these
courses are required and must receive first attention of each student
during his Freshman and Sophomore years. During the Junior and
Senior years the rrrajor work must be grven first attention by the
sfudent" Each student must consult with his major professor as to
the sequence and articulation of his courses.
The numbering of courses is based on the {ollowing plan:
Courses numbered 100-i99 are primarily for Freshmen.
Courses numbered m0-299 are intended primarily for Sophomores.
Courses numbered 300-399 are designed primarily for Juniors.
Courses numbered 400-499 are intended primarily for Seniors.
All nunrbers that end in 1 represent courses given in the first
$emester, and those ending in 2 represent second semester courses.
Courses whose nurnrbers are separated by a hyphen thus: 101-102
are year courses and both semesters must be taken in order to receive
credit in the course.
Courses whose numlber$ are sE)arated by a comma thus: 101, 102
are year courses, but credit may be permitted by the semester.
Seniors may not register for a course nurnbered 100 to 199 with-
out the approval of the Dean.
The college reserves the right to withdraw any course for which
cnrollment is not sufficient to warrant the organization of a clasg
except where such a course may be a major or minor.subject of a
student.
ANCIENT LANGUAGES_GREEK .A.ND LATIN
PRoFEssoR Groncr Evaws, Pnorrsson CsansoNNrER
GREEK
honrsson Csann'oxrrrn
A minor of 16 semester hours is offered in Greek which may in-
clude Course 101-102 at the value of 4 semester hours.
In order to meet the requirements for graduation described in
Group I on page 33 students desiring Greek will observe these
provisions:
l. In case tvr'o years only ane required the following alter-
natives are available:
(a) Two years of classical Greek.
(b) One year of classical Greek followed by two years
of study in New Testament Greek.
2. If no language or only one unit'is offered for entrance
and three years of a language are required for the A. B.
degree, some language other than Greek must be elected.
Students who expect to teach Latin will find an acquaintance with
Greek a great advantage, especially when planning for g:raduate
eourses.
COURSES OF STUDY 37
*101-10Z-BEGINNERS, GREEK 4lrcurs- -Emphisis wili be laid on the acqursition of a vocabulary:nd of a
knowledle of the fundamental principles oI Greek qrafimurr.- The class
will read prose selections from Xenophon's Anabasis Book 1,.or olher
authors attd tty to get an idea of Greek 1ife. Prose composition' Pre-
,requisitg Latin 101-102.
Fiist and second semesters. -Four hours credit 
each.
2OT-202_ATTIC PROSE AND EPIC POETI{Y J bOUTS- 
Xenophort's Anabasis Books | 3, and 4 ; Lucian, Selected Writings;
selections from Phaedo. Prose conaposition and review of syntax. Epic
poetry Homer's Odyssey and Iliad, selections-;- lectur€s on epic poe'+ry
ind iollateral reading, Prerequisite, Greek 101-102.
First and second semlsters. -Three 
hours credit each.
301-302-THE PHILOSOPHERS AND THE DRAMATISTS
3 hours
Plato's Apoiogy, Critq Symposiurn The Platonic Idealism will
be interpreted.-Assigired readings and papers. The Dramatists, selected
plays oi Aes'chylus, Euripides and Aristophanes-. Assigned rgrding
itrd p"p"r. on- the Gre& Theater and Art. Prerequisite Greek
20t-202.
First and second semesters. -Three 
hours credit each-
311-312-GREtrK CIVILIZATION 2 hours--- Su."J.f breekLiterature in English; rnlthologv in c-omparison
with the f-olkiore of other peoples and with reference to their influ-
ence upon modern literature. Specimens of Palaeograp'hy will be stud-
ied; antiquities.
First and slecond semesters. -Two hours credit each.
321-322-NEW TESTAMENT GREEK AND EXEGESIS 3 laars
The Gospels and Apocalypse will be studied, with due attentio'n
to the language of the New Teitament, its relation to antecedent and
contemporiry-Greek; cornparison of variants, textual criticism. The
peculiaiities of the text will be noted. Archaological discoveries and-New 
Testament history. Adsigned reading and reports. Prerequisite,
Greek 101-102 and 201-202.
First and second semesters. -Three 
hours credit eaclr-
401-402*THE HISTORIANS 4 hotns
The prose of Herodotus and Thusydides, selected writings, criti-
cism and interpretation of the text. Astsigned reading in Archaeology.
The Rhetoriciins, Lysias and Demosthenes, the place of oratory in
Athens; study of political institutions. Collaterat reading and reports.
Prerequisite Greek 201.202.
First and second semesters. -Fsur houri credit each.
411-412-NEW TESTAMENT GREEK AND EXEGESIS 3 Dolrrs
Grammatical and textual criticism as applied to the chief doctrin-
al ancl practical Epistles and to the Book of Acts. The question.of the
Canon will be discr:ssed. Extensive reading at sJght. If time will per-
mit one or two of the post-apostolic Greek Epistles, or the "Teaching
of the Twelve Apostles" will be read' commented and contrastd widl
New Testament Greek. Collaterat reading. Prerequisite, Greek 327-i2.
First and second semesters. -Three 
hours credit each.




A major in Latin requires the completion of at least 24 semester
hours, _and a minor at least 16 semestei hours, not including Courses
^101-11e Jhe rrajor required as collateral Courses, History 321 and322.
*1OI-102-_BEGINNING LATIN, CAESAR 5 hours
In the first sem€ster special ernphasis is laid oo the mastery oI
forms and syntax. The fundamental relationship of the Latin to the
E-ngiish language is taught continually while the elementary principles
of I-atin are studied throughout the cour*. Simple selectionj in Gtin
are read with a view to preparing the student for Caesar.
In the second semester two or inore books of Caesar's Commen-
taries are read. Studied from the Latin grammar and prose composi-
tion are supplementary to the translation.
First and sbcond semesters.-1Five hours credit each.
.Sglected orations, inclr:ding some of those against Catiling areread. Prose composition is continued. Attention is given to the itudy
of Roman public and private lifg and to Rornan tnethods and attain-









IZ?-TACITUS, GERMANIA AND AGRICOI.A
I3z_PROSE COMPOSITIO'N
De Senectute and De Amicitia are read as reptesentative of the
Rornan philosophical essay. A brief review is given of the philosophy






Some books of the Aeneid are read- The work also includes e
s_tu<iy of various figures of speech, metrical reading, mythology and
the literary merit of the poern Prerequisite, CoursJlll.
Second semester. 
-Three hours credit.
These minor works of Tacitus depict life in western and central
Europe in Roman times'. Phases of jncient rhetoric are introduced.




This course includes with the writing of prose cornposition a com-
prehensive study of classical Latin grammar. It is moit beneficial in
givlng a student a clear understanding of Latin syntax and style,
ald is especially necessary for those preparing to teach Latin. Thi;*Signi{icance of nur.nbers, see page 36.
COURSES OF STUDY
course and No. LZ2 alternate with Course 212. Prerequisite, Course 121.
Second semester. -One hour credit.
zOI_}IORACE, ODES ,dND EPODES 2 hours
A study of Roman poetry of the classical period with careful at-
tention to llorace's rn€tres. Alternates with Course 121. Prerequisite,
Course 112.
First semester. -Two hours credit.omitted in 1937-38. l
2II-PLINY 2 hows
Selections from the letters of Pliny the Younger. This course and
No. 201 alternate with Course 121. Prerequisite, Course 112.
First semester. -Two hours credit.O'mitted in 1937-38.
21z-LM 4 hurrs
39
Selections from Books I, XXI, XXIJ. Studies in the history of
the Roman Republic. Brief study of Roman historians. Alternates
with Courses 122 allld 132. Prerequisite, Courses ml,21l,
Second semester. -Four hours credit.Omitted in 1937-3&
30l-TYPICAL LATIN LITERATURE 2 hou.rs
Selection$ from the following: Plautus, Terence, Ovid, Petron-
ius, Martial, Juvenal and othcr authtrs., Prerequisite, Two years o{
Latin in major work
First sernester. -Two hours oredilO'mitted in 1937-38.
3II_HISTORY OF ROMAN LITERATURE 2 hours
Recommended to students of Course 301 to give them an appre-
ciation of the work and times of the authors read. Prerequisite, Two
years of Latin in major work.
First semester. .*Two hours crediL
Omitted in 1937-38.
3lz_ADVANCED PROSE 2 hwrs
A special course in classical grammar with continued prac-
tice in writing Latin. Correctness of expreSsion and the cultivation of
feeling {or idiom and sryle are sougtrt. Required of all who major in
Latin. Prerequisite, Courses 301 and 311.
Second semester. -Two hours credit.Omitted in 1937-38.
322-ROMAN ARCHAEOLOGY 2 hours
An introduction to the study of the topography and ruins of An-
cient Rome, with some attention to notable Roman remaind elsewhere.
Prerequisite, Courses 301 and 311.
Second semester. -Two hours credit.O'mitted in 1937-38.
33l-TEACHING OF LATIN 2 ho*rs
This course prepares the student for the problerns and methods
of teaching Latin in secondary schools. The dame as Educatiot 322.
Not allowed on a major in Latin Prerequisitg Junior standing,
First or second semester. -Two hours credit.Offered on demand.
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BIBLICAL LITEBAT{TR,E, N,ELIGIOUS EDUCATION
AND PIINOSOPHY
PRoFEssoR CEARBoNNER, PRoFESSoR llurrrvraw,
Assocrarr PRorEssoR Arnns, Assrsrant Pnorrsson Foust
BIBLICAL LITERATURE
PRorEssoRs CnensoNNrER AND HUTFMAN,
AssrsraNT PRoFEssoR Fousr
+II1, 112-TH.E FOUR GOFPELS, INTRODUCED BY
A SURVEY OF THE INTER-BIBLICAL
PERIOD 3 hours
Comprehensive survey of the historical developm,en! trends -of
civilization and characteristics of the three greatest forces of antiq-
uity-Hebraisrr\ Ilellenisrrq and Romanistn Life of Christ with
an inquiry as to the earliest sources. Literary and historical ap-
preciation of the materials as found in the Gospels. A harrnony of the
life and teachings of Jesus, Assigned reading.
First and second semesters. -Tb,ree 
hours credit eactr-
The Pentateuch" with special attention to Genesis, ntith its
account of origins-the origin of the cosmos' man' sin, salvation'
nations, etc. Recitations, lectur,es and assigned readings.
First semester. -Three 
hours credit.
omitted in 1937-38.
*Significance of numbers, see page 36.
211.-OLD TESTAMENT SURVEY 3 hours
This course is designated to acquaint the student with the scope
and significance of Old"Testament history and to awaken an aP
preciation o{ the great events, personalities, and institutions of the
Jewish nation. The sttdy will stress the different types of literature
and wilt open up the wealth of rnaterials for devotional and practical
pu.rposes. A special feature of, the course will be the art and prin-
ciples of studying books as organize<l wholes and of seeing each as
related to other books and to the Bible as a whole.
First semester. - Three hours credit.
212_I.{EW TESTAMENT SURVEY 3 hours
A study of the life and teachings of Jesus as based on the Gospel
of l\[ark, and of the development of Christianity during the first
century.' Special attention will be given to the political, social and
religious background of tle early Christian Church. This course will
seek to acquaint t&e student with a working knowlefue of the New
Testamerit and to give hino an efficient method of book study as es-
sential to his knowledge of the Bible.





Where many IIa'ppE Hc;ut's (Lre spent
COURSES OF STUDY
322-OLD TESTAMENT LITERATURE: POETIC
BOOKS 3 hours
A study of Hebrew poetry of the various types, as well as a
study of the poetical books of the Old Testament: Job, Psalms,
Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Lamentations, Song of Songi.
Second semester. *Three hours credit.
omitted in 1937-38.
33I*PAULINE EPISTLES 3 hours
The Doctrinal' Pastoral and Personal Epistles of paul are
studied with re{erence to their geographical and historical settings,
the organization of the Apostolic Church, and the developmeni
bf Christian doctrine. Careful exegesis wil be made of selected
portions of each epistle.




_ -dttention is given to the problems of the authorship of He-
br,ews and its relation to the ceremonial of the Old Testament. The
authorship, time, and background of each of the General Epistles
is studied. The contribution of each book to the New Testiment
doctrine is evaluated. The place of the book of Revelation in
the New Testament canon and its relation to the Bible as a
whole is dealt with. Various interpretations of the book are
noted and a correct interpretation is sought.
Second semester. -Three hours credit.omitted in 1937-38.
401-0LD TESTAMENT pROpHECy. THE MAJOR
PROPHETS 2 hours
A. study of Isaiah with reference to the historical background
and the Messianic message. The problem of the unity of the
book is given careful consideration. Also a study of the two
great contemporary prophets of the Exile. Special attention is
given to their historical setting. In connection with this course the
prophetic function is traced historically in its varying relations
to Hebrew history through the various periods.
First semester. -Two hours credit.
402-OLD TESTAMENT PROPHECY. THE MINOR
PROPHETS 2 hours
Each book is studied in the light of historical research and is
analyzed and discussed with a view to discovering its message
to its own and modern times Attention is given to the Messianic
element which each book contains. A study of Daniel with a
view to correct understanding of its forecast of history leading
up to the Messianic age. Various historic interpretations of the
prophecy are noted. The relation of Daniel to the New Testa-
ment Apocalypse is considered.
Second semest€r. -Two hours credit,
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RELIGIOUS EDUCAT.ION
Assocratr PRorEssoR Avnrs, Assrrer'rr Pnonssson Fousr
3II-PRINCIPLES OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATiON 2 hows
The student in this course seeks for the principles underlying a
,real Christian philosophy of li{e' He faces squarely .the. relation .of
religion and education, ihe true motives andi vital objectives^in. reli-
gioris education and the bearing o{ religious .education on Christian
Ihaiacter, ethical life and lifeJproblems. The cours'e gives vitally
helpful instruction in the training of teachers for th9 home,. the
Sunday School and all other schools of every grade.. The principles
r:nderlying the teaching ol Jesus are found to determine all-religious
teachingin fact, all tlaching. The necessity for the new birth and
the authority oI the Bible are maintained as basic.
First semester. -Two hours credit.
A study of the Origin of Religion by tracing the practice of
worship to its ultimate source Two opposing theories have been
held ai the origin of religion and the supposed ground for. the
support of two antagonistic systems are carefully examined-
Fiiit semester. -Two hours credit.
322-TH:E HISTORY OF RELIGIONS 2hours
The first few weeks of the coursc will be devoted to a, study
of the origin, growth and classification of the ethnic -religions'
ftti. Ir followed' by a historical and analvtical studv of the higher
tvoes of the non-Christian religions.
Second semester. -Two hours 
credit.
321-THE O'RIGIN OF RELIGION
33I*RURAL CHURCH PROBLEMS
332-CHURCH ADMINISTRATION
The aim of this course is to study rural social life with spe-
cial re{erence to the problems confronting the rural church' This
course should be of particular interest to workers of various
churches operating in rural communities.






This course is a study of the task of the church in the com-
-""itv. 
- 
The aim is to study ttr,e actual work of the churches and
i-ft.-liira"tr *ill build for himself a plan and program. for internal
"ie";ir"i;"", work 
and worship' There will also be a careful
"t"-av 
oi ttt.'"arious auxiliary oiganizations as to their r'elation t6
.in.i.".v 
"na 
opportunity. Aiteniion is also given to the problems
of church unity and church PolitY.
Second semest-er' -Two hours credit'Ormitted in 1937-38.
40I-PSYCHOLOGY OF RELIGION 3,hours
The naturq origin and development of the religious corncious-
".s.-a tirdv 
G rn"E" of the varioirs forrns of -religious psvchic. phe-
nomena. An attemrpt is made 1o g611s1ate and to evaluate both the
*Significance of numbers, see page 36.
COURSES OF STUDY 43
4oz_PHILOSOPHY OF RELiGION 3 howt
This course deals with the philosophical conceptions and princi-
ples of religion in general with the place of .reiigion in human expe-
iience. It also deals with the principal conceptions and motives oi
the great historic religions. Special emphasis is given to the phil-
osophy of the Christian religion. Same as Philosophy 402. Pre-
requisite, Philosophy 311,312 or 321,322,
Second semester. -Three 
hours credit.
4ll-HISTORY OF CHRISTIAN MISSIONS 3 hOT,'S
A historical survey of the missionary activities of the Chris-
tian church from their beginning to the present time. Special
attention will be given to the developments since the Reforma-
tion and the renewed activities of the last few generations.
First semester. -Three 
hours credit.
otmitted in 1937-38.
4I2;MISSION PRINCIPLES AND METHODS 3 h'l.,,f.S
This course aims to make comparative study of the most ap-
proved methods of missionary work with respect to fields and
iypes. Evangelistic, medical, literarl', education and industrial
work as conducted in the different fields will be carefully studied.
Second semester. -Three 
hours credit.
omitted in 1937-38.
432_ORGAI'{IZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 2 houts
subjective and objective factors of the various religions and religious
tendencies. Same as Philosophy 401. Prerequisites, Psycholocy ml'
202.
First semester. -Three hours credit.
Beginning with a brief survey of the history of Religious Fduca-
tion, thls course will deal with the theory and practice of Religious
Education in the local church. The purpose will be to seek to under-
stand the application of the best methods of organizing and administer-
ing Religious Education through the Bible School, the Daily Vaca-
tion Bible School, and week day religious education in connection
with the public school. Some attention may be given to the curricula
and the principle of unifying the program of Religious Education in
the local church.
Second semester. -Two hours credit.
PHILOSOPHY
Assocretn Pnonisson Avnrs
Students majoring in this department must take Psychology 201-
2U2 as .a prerequisite, and must include in the major courses 301-302,
3 , 3n,. The department oflers more than the twenty-four hours re-
quired for a major, but as some of the courses are offered id alter-
nate years, the student should carefully plan the work under the gui-
dance of his major professor. Students wishing to take a minor in
Philosophy must include either Course$ 301-302 or 321,3?2. For the
student rvho wishes to elect courses for general culturg or as a basis




Both deductive and inductive logic are inciuded in these courses.
In the first part of the year the different kinds of terms, propositions,
and syllogisms are studied, with the laws of vaiidity. Exercises give
the student practice in detecting fallacies; both formal and material.
In the second semester most ol the time is given to scientific meth-
od, including Mill's Canons, statisticq averages, correlation, etc. Pre-
requisite, Psychology 20L-202; or may be taken at the same time by
s'ophomores who expect to take their major in Philosophy.
First and second semesters, -Two hours credit each.
31I-INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY 3 hours
This course introduces the student to the meaning and methods of
philosophy in contrast with those used in the various limited fields of
science. It is intended to lead the student to see experience as a whole.
The various problems which have divided philosophers, giving various
interpretations and trends are considered. The purpose is to acquaint
the student with the field of philosophy, to lead him into the ability
to interpret philos'ophical languagg and to do critical thinking, ratirer
than to inculcate any particular world view. This course aiternates
with 321. Prerequisite, Psychology 201-202, with Philosophy 301-302





312-TYPES OF PHILOSOPHY 3 hows
This course considers the various types of philosophy which have
historically developed from the r.rarious Brotrlerns of philosophy, and
their attempted solutions. It especially takes notice o{ the implications
of any special s'olution as related to other problems. This course al-
ternates with 322. Prerequisite, the same as in 311.
Second semester. -Three hours credit.omitted in 1937-38.
3zl_HISTORY OF ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL
PHILOSOPHY 3 hours
This course begins with the early Greek philosophy, about 600
B. Q., and covers the great philosophers, schools of thought and lines
of, development, through the period of scholasticism, to 1453. The
thought mov€ments are considered in relation to the general historic
background, and there is an attempt to trace the continuity of certain
dominating principles. Such biographical elements as add interest a.re
used. This course, with 322, furnishes not only the necesshry ground-
work for all more highly specialized cours'es, but an excellent prepara-
tion for an intetligent interpretation of literature, theologY, and re-
liglon. This course alternates with 311. It makes very little difference
which of these courses is taken first. Prerequisite, the same as in 311.
First semester. -Three 
hours credit.
32z-HISTORY OF MODERN PHII.OSOPHY 3 hours
The transition to the modern period is included with the strictly
modern period. The fundamental concepts and organizing principles
of the great philosophers of this period are studied, with brief b o-
graphies of the most inrportant. Selected readings from the works of
*Significance of numbers, see page 36.
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rnany supplement the expositions and interpretations given by te:rt
**t'"t. itif teachers. Some of these great philosophers are Bacon,
Descartes, Spiuoza, Leibnitz, Locke, Berkeley, -Hume, 
Kant, Fich.te'
Schelling, Higel, Schopenhauer, Comte, Mill, Spencer. Lotze' This
"ourie, 
iittr 52i, futttishes an almost 
'indispensable 
background for
tfr" i"i".pi.t"tiori of the history, literature .and conceptual^-life of
th" rvo.t,i. It alternates with 312. Prerequisite, sarne as in 311, and,
in addition, course 321.
Second semester. -Three 
hours credit.
The year's study of the moral ideal, or the-way of the good.life,
will fall into two miitt divisiotls according to the factors emphasized'
tn ttre iirst semester the search for the s14'117/nunr bonum, or highest
eood, will be studied historically, beginning with Socrates, and com-
ing ih.o.tsh Flato, Aristotle, ihe Stoics, the Epicureans, Hobbes,
Hirme, thJ great English moralists, Utilitarianisnr" Kant's formalism,
evolutionary ethics of Spencer.
In the second semester, there will be an earnest attempt to find
the Christian ideal or way of life; to relate moral values to religion;
and to consider the relation of moral values to other eternal values.
Practical problems for discussion. These courses alternate with 411'
412. Prerequisite, 311, 312 or 327, 32:2; ot this course mav parallel
either of these prerequisites.





A brief consideration of the philosophy of esthetic values and the
psychotogy of the esthetic experie;ce. The principles will be illustrated
in-the vaiious fields o{ fine arts. This is an excellent cultural course
for the general student. It will furnish principles for the criticism of
art and will Sreatly aid in artistic appreciation' Prerequisite, Psy-
chotogy 2AL202.





The nature, origin. and development of the religious conscious-
ness. A study is made of the various' forms 6f lsligious psvc}ic
phenomena. An attempt is made to correlate the subjective and ob-
jective factors in religious experience. Symbolism, ritual, and cere-
morial a.re considered in relation to religious and spiritual values'
Mysticisln in its various forms is studied with an attempt to {ind its
esiential elements. The Christian religiou.s experience in chitdhood,
adolescence. and adulthood receives special attention. Prereqrrisite,
Psychology Z0l-m2.
First semester. -Three hours 
credit.
This cours'e deals with the most {undamental conceptions of the
great historic religions, their truth and value' Most attention is
given to the Chrislian religion. Prerequisites, Philosophv 401 and
at least two other courses in philosophy (two courses meaning two
-t
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course-numbers). The courses to be pre{erred to meet this require-
ment are 3Il,312 u 321, 322. This course may parallel these pre-
r€qulsrtes.
Secor:d semester. -Three hours credit.
41 I_CONTEMPORARY PHILOSOPHY 2 hours
The systems of recent and living philosophers, both European and
American. This course alternates with 33i. Prerequisite, 3ll, 3Lz
or 321,322, preferably 321,322.
First semester. -Two hours credit.4I2-PERSONALISM 2 hourt
This course will deal with this special school of idealistic and
theistic philos'ophy, It alternates with 332. Prerequisite, the same as
for 411.
Second sem€ster, -Two hours credil
BIOLOGY
Pnorhsson Trxrr.n
Students who expect to take advanced work in Biology should
take at least one year in Chemistry and, iI possible, a year in PhysicS,
Those who are majoring in the departnrent should take enough courses
giving Zoology credit so that the major can be counted in that field-
Maj or work requires concentration.
*201-zlL-ZOOLOGY 4 hours
A comprehensive study of the animal kingdom. beginning with
the more abundant lorms and continuing through more simple phyla,
ending with the Vertebrates. Zoological principles are explained
Individual dissections and drawiugs are made. Required of those
taking a major in Biology. Two hours discussion and four hours
laboratory a week.
First and second semesters. -Four hours credit each.241-242-BOTANY 4 hours
The structures and functions of plants, beginning with those
most commonly dealt with and preceeding to forms less common
Classification, Ecology, and Physiology are ernphasized. Student!
learn to recognize the plants of the neighborhood. Two hours dis-
cussion and four hours laboratory a week.
First and second semesters. -Four hours credit each.Omitted in 1937-38.
31I-312_}IUMAN PHYSIOLOGY
A course covering the structure, functions
man mechanism, with emphas'is upon the second.
demonstrations and drills. Three hours a v/eek
24L202 or permission of instructor.
First and second semesters. 
-Three hours credit each.322-ORNITHOLOGY
3 hours




- _ A studl of the anatomy, classification, life history and migrationsof birds. Individual observation is required. Biological principles
are illustrated well by this class of animals. One houidiscusston and
two hours laboratory of field work a week.
Second sernester. -Two hours credit.*Significance of numbers, see page 36.
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331.332_COMPARATIVE ANATOMY 2 hours
A careful study of typical chordates, comparing their structures.
The homologies of-organl are traced' The dogfish shark, turtle,-and
cat are studied most iarefully. Designed principally for premedical
students. One hour discussion and two hours laboratory a week. Pre-
requisite, course 201-202.
First and second semesters. -Two hours credit each.
35l-ENTOMOLOGY 3 hours
362_GE}JETICS 3 hours
The principles which govern heredity and variation in plants,
animals, and man are studied- Sufficient Cytology is included to ex-
plain the physical basis of heredity. Lectures are reinforced by demon-
strations and problems. Recent distoveries have made this an impor-
tant field. It furnishes part of the foundation for Psychology and
Sociology. Three hours a week. Prerequisite. cotrse 201'202 ot
241-242.
Second semester. -Three hours credit.
431-432-EMBRYOLOGY 2 hours
A first-hand study of the most numerous class of animals. In-
sects are collected in the field and classified Good practice is afforded
in Taxonorny. Life history and economic importance are stressed.
Principles of Ecology are iilustrated. Two hours discussion and two
hours laboratory or {ield work a week. Prerequisite, course 201-
202.
First semester. -Three hours credit.
The clevelopment oI the chordate embryo is studied, the prir
cipal basis being Amphioxus, fro& and chick Both prepared slides
"nd 
liuit-tg embryos are employed. Designed principally for pre-medical
students,-but alio is of value for general culture- One hour discussion
and two hours laboratory a week. Prerequisite, coutse 201-202.
First and second semesterSr -Two hours credit each.
omitted in 1937-38.
451, 452-8IOLOGICAL PROBLEMS
Open only to juniors and seniors whor show slfficient ability to
be permitted lo make a beginning at research work. The student is
assigned some course of study lelated to the courses he already has
takJn and also to his major interest. Thus his training becomes well
rounded.
Hours and credit to be arranged'
47l_TEACHING OF SCIENCE 2 hours
A practical study of the high- schoot Biology course: its aims,
methodi, and problemJ. Open to juniors and seniors who are elect-
ing Biology aj a subject in which to secure a teacher's license. Two
h&rs a week. Same as Educalion 322.
First semester. -Two hours credit.
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CHEMISTRY AND HOME ECONOMICS
Pnornsson Henrown EvaNs, AssrsraNr pnoltsson Danr
CHEMISTRY
Pnoresson Evens
. The department of Chemistry is intended primarily to DreDarestudents to teach Chemistry in s6condary ;;fuir,];"ir.;"d;d1;;
:,.L.tr iid. to.,fill positions in chernicai na*i.i.r.- M;i-.iil;;rnc work ln thrs department in preparing for advanced itudv. ur*o€rgraduate or graduate, in technical and professlonai schools. .rch aschemical or metallurgiial engineering, ;;Ji.i;, nursing. dentistrv-plrarmacy and the various fields of agricultural specializatTon. It *::Jbe used also to fulfill the science ,.q-uir.'".ni foia;;;;;;;';r##ii
interested in science, but who wish to t.arn-s"metf,ine of Ct._iiiiu;iever enlargrng place in the modern s:cientific and industrial worlJ. - -
- ^4 -qjo. in thiS department requires at least 24 semester hoursof Chernistry, including- courses z}j_tat, lbt JOr, +Oi_+oZ."rvr"ir,"
qff ;iln:";,?iti.%#.1im;"f ffi nl;;:lti:;:ti:'$j';which the student is espeiially i"t".r"st.d.--- -.' '
. It -is recommended .that those intending to major in Chemistrvtake Mathernatics r 1 1 -t tJ 127, and tZj ;"'ifr"ir'f..'"Ii#r";;;td
start th,eir work in Chemistry not later ihan ;h" S;;h;;;i;;#:i
- For those students wisrring to continue this science in Graduateschool or desiring to enter a"chemical in-d".-o", 
", least 30 hoursof,chemistry, a r-eading.knowredge or G"r-""'ina a coui.el""Gj:culus are highly desirable.
-A11 
pre-professional and technical students should consult with theprofessor about their needs at tt" U.gi""i"s-oi^ti.i. Freshman vear-
tS e e 
.p 
re- r r r e d i c a n d p r e-e n gi 
" 
ee.i,-'siie q;i;. ;. #;;'p ; ;":' Z'8].n t'ru'tor exceptions.
*D7-202-GENERAL INORGANIC CHEMISTRY S hoursA study of the laws and theories "i;-h;i-rt"yj-tt. pr"p"i"ti#r,physical and chemical properties 
"ra"r..r'.i"in" -or",mportantmetallic and non-metallic iubsttnces.- s.-"".i' trr" 
"ppri""lii", .tChemistry to modern life are studiJ. a" 
"tt"-pt 
i;;;il-i;;;;";the sense of unity of purpose.in qr" pfryri."i uni'rierse. The laboratorywork is rvell mrretaled^rvith the ;d;-;i.;;ri;;; ii;i.'lil;r;'l,open to those studvino ghemistly for the fii.i- ti-" *--*.ii 
", i"tho-se who have had n"igl, sctboi"*;L l" Cir"_i.t.. Three hbursrecitation and four hours;labo;;1;ryl"" "' "'*':"
-t rrst and second semesters. _Fivi houri credit each.
301-SUALITATIVE ANALYSIS S hoursA study of those tfieories of Clernistry and of those p."#i i..of the metatlic satts which ; ;."i;ii;"i'li"iii-.p"r"uon and identi-fication- The laboratorv -**k_ co"ri.t.""i^;i; 
"slstematic 
quatitativeanalysls of "knov'n" "i,a 
,;*rt 
"orrrr;;";;J-A and mixtures in*Significance of numbers, see page 36.
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solution and in the solid state, Two hours recitation and six hourc
laboratory. Prerequisites, Chemistry ?nL202.
First semeSter. -Five hours credit.
30Z-QUANTiTATT VE ANALYSIS 5 hows
An elementary course in quantitative analysis including the theory
and practice of gravimetric and volumetric analysis. The laboratory
work is preceded by a detailed study of the methods to be used. Two
hours recitation and six hours iaboratory. Prerequisitg Chemistry
301.
Second sernester. -Five hours credit.
401-402-ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 4 howt
A study of the chemistry of carbon cornpounds. The methods
of preparatioq the distinctive characteristics and reactions of thc
various typesl of aliphatic compounds and carbohydrates are studied
the first semester. A sirnilar study of the aromatic compounds with an
introduction to special classes of compounds, such as: the proteins,
terpenes, alkaloids and dyes is made the second semester. The labora-
tory work con.sists of preparation of various types of organic com-
pounds, a study of their distinctive reactions and an introduction to
qualitative organic analysis. Two hours 'recitation and four hours
laboratory. Prerequisites, Chemistry 201 -202.
First and second semesters. -Four hours credit each.
4II-4I?-ELEMENTARY PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY 2 host
A study of the fundamental laws and theories of Chemistrn
such as: laws of gas'es, solutions, conductancg thermochemistry,
photochemistry, colloids, homogeneous and heterogeneous equilibrium.
chernical kinetics, electromotive force,,radioactivity and atomic struc-
ture. Two hours 'recitation, collateral reading and reports. Pre-
requisities, Chemistry 301, 302, 401-442 and Physics 2ll-2l2. Mathe
matics 2ll-212 is desirable.
First and second semestersr -Two hours credit each.omitted in 1937-38.
42l-HISTORY OF CHEMISTRY 2 hourc
A review of the lives and work of the men, and of the related
scientific developrnants, which have been instrumental in the advance-
ment of Chernistry. Two hours 'recitation, collateral reading andreports. Prerequisites, Chemistry 401-402.
First semester. _-Two hours credit,
omitted in 1937-38.
43l_ADVANCED ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 3 howa
A more complete study of some of the special clasies of com-
pounds introduced in course 402, such as: the terpenes, dyes and
proteins. Also a study of some of the modern theories regarding color,
motecular structure and stereoisomerisrn. Three hours recitatio4
collateral reading and reports, P,rerequisitg Chemistry 401-402.
First semester. 
-Three hours crediLomifted in 1937-38.
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An introduction to the study of the fundamental principles of
colloid chemistry. This course is designed to make a full year of
advanced work with either course 421 or 431, hence the credit is
rpde flexible. Two or three hours recitation, collateral reading and
reports. Prerequisite, Chemistry 401-402.
Second semester. Two or three hours credit.
omitted in 1937-38.
47l_TEACHING AND SCIENCE 2 hours
A practical study of the High School Chemistry course I its aims,
methods, and problems. Open to juniors and seniors who are electing
Chemistry as a subject in which to secure a teacher's license. Two
hours recitation, collateral reading and reports. This is the same
course as Education 322 and, does not count on a Chemistry major.
Prerequisites, see Education 322.
First sernester. _.Two hours credit.
HOME ECONOMICS
Assrsrexr PnorBsson Denp
The courses offered in this field are planned so they are technical
cnor,rgh to meet the need of the student who wants to use it in the
teaching field later on, yet the constant emphasis is to make the work
practical so the young wofilan may really be fitted for her task as a
home-maker.
*IO1-IOz_CLOTHING 2 hoars
A study of the basic principles in clothing selection with ern-
phasis upon the anatysis of the individual's clothing problems. Labora-
tory work includes the fundamentals of clothing construction, the use
and alteration of commercial patterns. Four hourS laboratory eadl
week.
First and second sernesterS. -Two hours credit each.
1I1-1l2-FOODS AND NUTRITION 3 hours
The composition and nutritivc value of foods and the study of
diet with special consideration of the energy requirement, protein,
lnineral and vitamin needs of the individual. A study of foods from
tfie standpoint of costs, seiection,'preparation, meal planning and table
service. Recitation and laboratory.
First and second semesters. -Three hours credit each.
201_TEXTILES 2 hours
A study of the growth and development of the textile machinery
and industries and the factors essential to the intelligent selection,
use, laurrdry and care of textile materials.
First semester. -Two hours credit.omitted in 1937-38.
*Significance of nrunbers, see page 36.
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Z02-COSTUME DESIGN ? hours
This course includes a discussion of the fundamental principles
of design, their application to the selection and adaptation oI clothing,
and ttrJ influence bf the principles oI garment ctrIstruction on cloth-
ing design.
Second semester. -Two hotrrs credil
This course deais with the varying requirements of the individual
in health and disease from infaniy to old age and the rrnking of
typical dietaries Ior the different periods. Special attention is giv-en
to- the problern of satisfying the varying requirements of a fumily.
Recitation and laboratory, Prerequisite, Ilome Economics lll, ll2,
Chemistry, 201, m2.





This course deals with the studying o{ house plans, the problems
of plumbing, heating, lighting and ventilating, the study o{ household
furnishings and equipment and the care of the household.
First semester. -Two hours credit.
A survey of tl-re industrial life of society frsm an institutionat
aproach. This ourse is designed to nrcet the needs of the student
*Significance of nurnbers, see page 36.
3IL_TIjE FAMILY 2 hour.t
A study of the family as a social gror.rp with emphasis on wom-
an in her rarious relations such as: a citizen" a nrernber of society
and in the home.
Second sernester. -Two hourg credit.omitted in 1937-38.
322_ADVANCED CLOTHING 2 hours
This course includes advanced problems in dressmaking with
enrphasis on adaptation of pattern to the individual and remodeling
of Larments. It includes the study of the trend of fashion and style
in relation to good taste in dress. Prerequisltes, Home Economics
10r, 102.
Second semester. -Two hours credit.
34L_TEACHING OF HOME ECONOMICS 2 hours
The organization of material and planning of courses in Honrc
Economics adapted to l'arious types of high schools. Does not count
or major. Same as Education 32.
Second semester, -Two hours credit.omitted in 1937-38.
ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY
Pnorrsson Howano, INsrRucron A. W. Howeno
ECONOMICS
Ixsrnscron A. W, Howenn
*NI -NZ_PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS 3 hours
s2 TAYLOR UNIVERSITY
who wishes to secure a knowledge of the economic environment in
which he lives. It is also outlined as a preliminary course Ior eco-
nonrics and sociology majors. Prerequisite to all oth.er economic
courses and required of sociology majors. Not open to Ireshmen
First and second semesters. -Three 
hours credit each.
301-LABOR HISTORY AND LEGISLATION 2 hours
A study of tJrc development and organization of labor movements
in Great Britain and the United States. Trade, industria!, and labor
Enionism. Principies and policies of labor and industry. Methods of
procuring legislation; progress made; and recent tendencies,
First semester. -Two _hours credit.omitted in 1937-38.
3@_LABOR PROBLEMS 2 hours
A study of the relationships between labor and free land; im-
migration; child labor; women in industry; insurance; working
conditions; unemployment. An analysis of the problems involved in
the labor-capital struggle and an investigation o{ the agencies for
industrial peace.
Second semester. -Two hours credit.omitted in 1937-38.
321, 3Z-FINANCIAL ORGANIZATION OF SOCIETY 2 hours
The purpose of this course is to give a broad general view of or:r
whole financial system. Review of world finances up to 1791. The
United States Bank; Independent Treasury Systenl; state-banks;
coinage; note issue; legislation, edpecially after 1863 with the Nation-
al Banking System. Detailed study is made of the functions of money
and banking with special reference to the Federal Reserve Systern-
First and second semesters, -Two hours credit each,Alternates with Economics 301, 302.
omitted in 1937-38.
3sI-ECONOMIC HISTORY OF THE UNITED
STATES 3 hours
See History. 302. Student may elect to take as credit for either
economics or history but not for boti-
SOCIOLOGY
Pnorrsson Howam
Courses rcl-nz are prerequisites to all otlrcr courses in the
delartment. A major in Sociology is twenty-four, hours as a mini-
murll. Economics 201402 is reqnired of those majoring in Sociology.
*I01-IOZ_INTRODUCTION TO SOCIETY 2 hours
A general survey of the Biological, Physical, Psychological, and
Cultural facto'rs in the dwelopment of human society; the social proc-
esses; social organization and social control. Prerequisite to all
other corrses in Sociology.
First and second semestersr -Tri.o hours credit each.*Significance of nunrbers, see page 36.
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AI_RURAL SOdOLOGY 2 hotrs
A survey o{ the sociology of rural life; the Psychology of rural
life; rural social values; the rural standard of living' Definite prob-
lems are studied as: the rural family,.the school, the church, healtl\
recreation, and farmer towns-{ountry relationships.
First semester, -Two hours credit.
omidted in 1937-38.
202_URBAN SOCIOLOGY 2 hours
A study of the location and growth of cities, Special attention
is given to the social ecoiogy of the city; the basis and nature oI ur-
ban social types and urban sociai pathologies together with various
corrective measures for social adjustment. Some significant conse'
quences oi urban growth and definite institutions oJ the urban popula-
tion are considered.
Second semester, -Trvo hours credit.omitted in 1937-38.
211-THE AMERICAN RACE PROBLEM 2 itonrs
The racial composition of the American population; racial con-
flict and accommodation; the theory ol racial superiority; the growth
of race consciousness; the role of the mulatto, and other phases of
the racial problem in the American situation
First semester. --Two hours credit.
ZI2-IMMIGRATION & ASSIMILATION 2 hours
A general survey of the history of immigration; the causes of
migration; the cultural background of the immigrant; the influence ol
the presence of emigrants on American political, ecolomic, and social
institutions and the factors which effect the assimilation of the im-
migrant in American cultural life.
Second semester. -Two hours credit.
31 1--TSOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 3 hours
A study of personality and social adjustmenL The dynamic effects




31z_POPULATION & EUGENICS 3 hours
A study oI early theories and policies of population; the grcrwth
of population; the social factors of the birth and death rater; tlrc
social and biological significance of the di{ferential birth rate and
the problem of quality involved in tlre differential growth of the
economic and social cladses.




The costs and causes of crime; the theories of punishment;
penal institutions; the police and the detection of crime; the modern
treatmeot of the criminal.
First semester. -Three hours crediL
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A study of the causes, extent and the factors involved in social
pathology. The care and treafnent of the social inadequate; preventive
agencies and methods.
Second semester. -Three 
hours credit.
411-THE FAMILY 3 hours
A historical survey of the background of the family. T!.
psychology of family rilationships and adjustments. The economic
inh sociii influences determining the changed status of the members
o{ the family to each other. Factors causing family irutability, and
some suggestions for the conservation of the family.







A critical study of the various factors inJluencing the develop
ment of the child's 
-personality 
and the analysis of the environmentat
and educational factors which may influence behavior. Special atten-
tion will be given to the volitionil and the emotional development of
tlre child and the acquiring of personal habits and social traits.
Second semester. -Three 
hours credit.
omitted in 1937-38.
431' 432-socIAL RESEARCH 2 hourt' A course dealing with the major problems of contemporary Amer-
iean society. Intensive reading and investigation by the student- on
some definite assigned problem. Papers, reports, and class discussion.
Prerequisite, sixteen hours in Sociology and consent of instructor.




PRorEssoB BARNAnD, Suppr,v Ixsrnucron Mns. BABNIBD 
.
CRIT"IC TEACHERS
Bragg, Theodore S. - History - B. S. Ball State Teacher's College
1928 - Upland High School
Brownleq trlizabeth - French - A B. Earlham College 1925 - Marion
High School
kwis, Howard C. - Chemistry, English, History - A. B. Indiana
University 1926 - Upland High School
McGeath, Delight - English - A. B. Western College for Women
1925 - Hartf.ord City High School
Nesbit, Esther E. - Music - B. Mus. in Ed. Illinois Wesleyan Uni-
versity School of Music 1930 - Hartford City High Sdrool
Pearson, Helen R. - Mathematics , A. 8., A. M. Indiana University
1926, l93l - Ilartford City High School
Pugh, J. L. - Social Science - B. S. Ball State Teachers' Cbllege
1928 - Upland High Schml
Sturgeon, Mrs. Daisy I( - English, Latin - A. B. Indiana University
1904; A. M. Chicago University 1915 - Upland High Sc$ool
Telle, George H. - Mathenratics - A. B. Indiana University 1920
Hartford City High School
S/ilson, David - Mathematics - B. S. Ball State Teachers' College
1929 - Upland High School.
The Education Department of Taylor University is strictly
a professional department which seeks to train teachers for both
the intermediate grades and the high school under a wholesome
and religious environment. The Department holds the point of view
that Academic and Professional training of teachers should differ
very littie whether this training be in the Education Departmenf
of a Liberal Arts College or in a State Teachers College; con-
sequently, there will be found in the Education Department of
Taylor University more time and emphasis given to Observation
and Student Teaching than is usually found in the Liberal Arts
College. The Department further believes that all teachers should
have as good a content background as possible, hence it requires
the teacher-in-training to build up three content teaching fields,
The curricula provided for the training of teachers are:
l. A two-year Normal Curriculum for Intermediate Grade
teachers.
2. A four-year Curricutum for high school teachers-leading
to the A. B. degree; the B. S. degree; or the B. S. degree in
Education.
The complete program for the two-year course as set up
by the Education Departme.grt of the University and approved





English-Grammar & Composition... 3 hours
General Mathematics (content) ...... 2 trours
Geography (content) 2 hours
United States History .... 3 hours
Elementary Psychology 2 hours
Introduction to Education 3 hours
Physical Education 1 hour
Second Semester
English-Grammar & Composition ... 3 hours
Methods of Teaching Mathematics
(Intermediate grades) 2 hours
Methods of Teaching the Social Sciences
(Intermediate grades) 2 hours
United States History .... 3 hours
Elementary Psychology 2 hours
Principles of Teaching and Classroom
Management (A minimum of 12 ob-
servations required) 3 hours
Physical Education I hour
SECOND YEAR
pi1s1 g66ester
Educational Psychology 3 hours
Observation of Teaching 2 hours
Physiology&Hygiene 2hours
Ileading and Phogetics ..... . 2 hours
Bible-Old Testament Survey or
Survey of English Literature
Plays & Games (Int. Gr.)










English-child;;;';' tli;;;"i;;; ::.::: 2 hours
Tests & Measurements ..... 2 hours
Bible-New Testament Survey or
Survey of English Literature 3 houts
Methods of Teaching Drawing and
Art in Intermediate Grades 2 hours
Nature Study. 2hours
Student Teaching 3 hours
Physical Education I hour
/students who have completed the two-year curriculum for
the training of intermediate grade teachers and who desire to
further puisue the teacher-training program' may have the
work already completed apply directly toward the B. S. d-egree in
Education ind secure this degree by meeting the requirements
set up for that degree.
COURSES OF STUDY
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES FOR TRAINING OF
INTERMEDIATE GRADEi TEACHE.RS
ENGLISH 101, lO2-Freshman Composition 3 hours
For description of course see English Department.
First and second semesters. -Three hours credit each.MATIIEMATICS lsl-General Mathematics 2 hours
A content course-emphasizes the f-undamentals of Arith-
metic.
First semester. -Two hours credit.EDUCATION l02-Methods of Teaching Mathematics 2 hours
The course consists of a professionalized treatment of the
subject matter of Arithmetic for the intermediate grades.
Second semester. _Tvyo hours credit.
GEOGRAPHY 101-Human Geography
This is a course in Human Geography which emphasizes the
nature and distributions of the relationships between geographical






EDUCATION 1l2-Methods of Teaching
Sciences
the Social
This course embraces the teachingof Geography,
2 hours
History, and
Civics in the intermediate grades.
Second s€mester. -Two hours credit.BIBLE 211-Old Testament Survey 3 hours
For description of course see Bible Department.
First semester. -Three hours credit.BIBLE 212-New Testament Survey 3 ho?rrs
For description o{ course see Bible Department.
Second semester. -Three hours credit.ENGLISH 2ll, 2t2-Survey of English Literature 3 hours
For description of course see English Department
First and second semesters. -Three h,ours credit each.PSYCHOLOGY 201-202---tElementary Psychology. 2houts
For description of course see Psychology Department
First and second semesters. -Two hours credit each.EDUCATION 2ll-Introduction to Education 3 hours
For description of course see Education Department.
First semester. -Three hours credit.EDUCATION 2l2-Classroom Organization and
Management J hours
For description of course see Education Department
Second semester. -Three hours credit.PHYSICAL EDUCATION 101, I02-General Physical
Education I hour
For description of course see Physical Education Department.
First and second sem,esters. -One hour credit eachrEDUCATION 34l-Educational Psychology 3 hoors
The purpose of the course is to give an understanding of
the principles of psychology which are used in later courses of
education and in good teaching.
First semester. -Three hours credit,
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EDUCATION 242-Tests and Measurements 2 hours
This course is somewhat similar to Education 342, horvever,
emphasis is given to tests in the intermediate grades.
SeCond semester. -Two hours credit.
EDUCATION 251-Observation of Teaching 2 hours
It is generally agreed that human beings can and do learn
through observation, consequently this- principle is carried over
into the school-room. The student will have the opportunity of
observing good teaching in the grades {or which he is preparing
to teach.
First semester. -Two hours credit.
SCIENCE 25l-Physiology and Hvgiene 2 hours
In addition to giving some insight into this subject, the course
is primarily related to the teaching of physiology in the inter-
mediate grades.
First semester. -Two hours credit.
EDUCATION 23l-Reading and Phonetics 2 hours
Much progress has beeri made in the field of reading witlrin
the past decadl which should be available to the teacher. This
course will bring much of this material to the attention of the
teacher-in-training.
First semester. -Two hours credit.
HISTORY 101, I02-History of The United States 3 hours
For description of course see History Department.
First and second semesters. -Three 
hours credit each.
EDUCATION 261-P1ays and Games in The Inter-
Ltai"ttGrades 
- zhours
This is a course in which the student learns plays and games
suitable for children in the intermediate grades.
First semester. -Two 
hours credit.
MUSIC 23l-Public School Music 2 hours
For description of course see School of Music-Music 231'
First semester. -Two hours credit'
EDUCATION 232-Methods of Teaching Language
Activities 2 hours
A .our.. in the teaching of Language in the intermediatc
grades
Second semester. -Two hours credit.
ENGLISH 252--Children's Literature 2 houts
This course offers opportunity for students to read and be-
""-" 
."q"";"ted with stories, poems, and fa-ctual material which
is suitable for children. Standards for the choice of reading ma-
terial will be presented.
Second ,.*est.r. -Two hours credit.
EDUCATION 252-student Teaching 3 hours-- Ura* the supervision of a critic and supervising tea-cher, the
student-undertakes the responsibility of teaching in the inter-
mediate grades in the local public school.
Second simester' -Three 
hours credit'
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EDUCATION 2?Z-Methods of Teaching Drawing and
Art in Th. Intermediate Grades 2 hours
Materials and methods of Art suitable to children of this age
level will be presented, Some personal skill will be demanded.
Second scmester. -Two hours credit.
SCIENCE 252*Nature Study 2 hours
The course deals with the materials and methods of teaching
nature study in the intermediate grades. Field trips, study, lec-
tures, reading, the collection and listing of materials will consti-
tute the work of the course.
Second semester. -Tub hours credit.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 2OI, 202_
General Physical Education t hour
For description of course see Physical Education Department.
First and second semesters. -One hour credit each.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES FOR TRAINING OF
HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS
The curriculum for the training of high school teachers varies
somewhat depending upon the subject-interest and preference
of the studenl. This special like or dislike for a subject-field
is important and should be taken into consideration in registering
as a Freshman. While only general or survey courses should be
taken in both the Freshman and Sophomore years, still one's
preference or interest should determine whether he take-English,
Science, Bible, Physical Education, and Language the first- year
or wheiher Mathematics, or History, or Speech, or Music should
be substituted for the Language' certainly, one who has an in-
t€rest in Language should be encouraged to continue Language
study in college, however, the same is true with Science, or
Mathematics, etc-
This subject-interest or preference will also have an important
bearing on the specific degree the student decides upon' The
difference in subject-matter requirements for each of the degrees
should be studied and understood before the Freshman registers
in the University. Information regarding the requirements for
the Bachelor of Arts and the Baqlelor of Science degrees are
listed on pages 33 and 34. The requirements for the Bachelor of
Science degree in Education are:r
English 12 sem. hrs.
Psychology (General)





A Teaching Major . ... ... .24 sem. hrs.
A Teaching Minor . .......16 sem' hrs.tA Second Teaching Minor ..'....16 sem. hrs.
Physical Education 4 sem. hrs.sElectives 8-10 sem. hrs.
If one desires a high school certificate at the time he receives











should be governed by the requirements of the student's home
state. Our Indiana standard will meet the requirements of a
number of states. Unless students desire it otherwise, courses are
always arranged to meet the Indiana standard. It is highly im-
portant that sSudents who desire to become teachers, make up
their minds as'early in their course as possible. Many who enter
the Teacher Training curricula have their minds made up be{ore
they enter college. It is very often too late to begin in their
Junior year. As soon as their minds are made up it is impera-
tive that students keep in constant touch witb the head of this
department, who is ths Director of Teacher Training in Taylor
University.
Those students who desire to secure a high school teaching
certi{icate in Indiana must work off twenty-four semester hours
in each of two subject-matter or content teaching fields{ and take
the following professional courses:5
Psychology (2U-2AD and E,ducational Psychology
(Ed. 341) .. 6 hrs.
Tests and Measurements (Ed. 342) ... 3 hrs.
Secondary Education (Ed. 311) ..... 3 hrs.
Principles of Teaching in the High School (Ed. 312) 3 hrs.
Methods in Twtr Teaching Subjects (Ed. 321 or 322) 4 hrs.
ostudent Teaching (Fd. 421, or 422) 3 hrs.
lCandidates for this degree must have completed one hundred
twenty hours, with the standing of one hundred twenty quality
points besides four credit hours in physical education.
tFor Indiana teachers the minor must be raised to twenty-
four hours.
rObviously, if English or Science is one
for teaching the student would have more
elective field.rlt is urged that an additional teaching
built up.
llhese courses should be taken in the order listed.
This course does not count on the A. B. degree, however,
credit is given on the B. S. degrpe in Education.
Suggested schedule for those who desire to teach and to




Bible 111-112 or 211-212
(a) Physical Education rc1*102
(b) Physical Education 201-202
Psychology 201-202
Education
of the fie1ds chosen
hours open in the
















(a) Take 1a,2, and 3a from Group I.
(b) Choose any two or three courses in Group II to make
total of 15 hrs.
COURSES OF STUDY
Sophomore year-
(a) Take 1b,3b,4, and 5 from Group I.
(b) Continue with two of the fields chosen from Group II
in Freshman year.







(c) Choos'e a Second
this field.
Major and take one or two courses in
Minor and take a course in this field.
Teach,ing Minor and take a course in
(d) Take two courses throughout the year jn Education.
(e) Choose an elective if necessary to complete program.
Senior year-
(a) Complete work in three teaching fields.
(b) Complete required courses in Education.
(c) Choose electives to meet the total hours required for
graduation.
Taylor University is accredited for certification in the following
departrnents: English, French, Latin, Mathematics, Science (Options
I, II, and Option III in Chemistry and Biology), Social Scieace
(Options I, II, and III), Speech and Music (regular certificate only).
'Courses in English, Social Science, Science and Music are desigrrated
in special bulletin in Education for license options.
*21I_INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATION 3 houl,.g
This is a general s'urvey course of the field of education and
teaching. As its name implies, it introduces the students to the theory
of education and principles underlying the same The work is suitable
to the needs of either the students preparing to teach or to those who
do not deslre to specialize in education.
First semester. -Three 
hours credit.
2I2_CLASSROOM MANAGEM]ENT 3 hours
In this course we deal with such topics as the following: Class
membership and attendance, order and discipline, incentives, health oI
the pupil, grading and promotion, the curriculurr4 the daily program,
the lesson assignment, supervis'ed study, tests and measurements, form-
al and informal classes.
Second semester. --ifhree hours credit.
22I_EDUCATIONAL SOCIOLOGY 2 hours
This course deals with education as a social process conditioned
by social groups and institutions, social attitudes and values. It deats
with the pr.rpil as a member of various groups: the sociological basis
of teaqhing and classroom organization. It also ernphasizes the so
ciological aspects of the curriculum and the relation of the school to
&e community.
First semester. -Two hours credit.Omitted in 1937-38.
*Significance of numbers, see page 36.
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3ol_HISTORY OF EDUCATION 2 hours
This course deals with growth of educational ideals in Europ,a
Emphasis is laid upon the poiiticai, social and economic conditions in
so far as they have in{luenced the educational ideals of the times, Thc
cducational views of outstanding men like Socrates, Plato, Rabelais,
Erasmus, John Calvin and others will be gtressed. The influence oI
Christianity on Education will be discussed. The course will closc
with the influence of the Reformation-
First semester. -Two hours credit.Omitted in 1937-38.
3oz-HISTORY OF EDUCATION IN THE UNITED
STATES 2 hours
The influence of European ideals upon the schools of the United
States, on Colonial cducation; social, econorniic and political influencc
on the development of education; the rise and expans'ion oI public
education: the growth of the high school and the deveiopment of the
teaching profession; support and control of public education; the
entire periodl of education from the eorliest Colonial effort down to
the present time is covered. Intended for those students who desire
to know about the origin and development of education in the United
States.
Second semester. -Two hours credit.
3II_SECONDARY EDUCATION 3 hourt
In this course we make an effort to $et forth the fundamental
principles of secondary education. To do this we study briefly the sec-
ondary schools of Gerrnany, England and France first and follow this
with our own systefiL The main topics for class discussion center
around (l) the general purpose of education, (2) the relation of
secondary_ education to other levels of education, (3) selection of
students for secondary schools, (4) the content 4nd'organization of
the high school course of study, (5) the relation of secondary educa-
tion and vocational education, (6) ttre qualifications of sicondary
tcachers, (7) general methods of teaching, (8) progress in high school
studies, and (9) ccmparison of results obtained-
First semester. 
-Three hours credit.
3IZ-PRINCIPLES AND TECHNIOUE OF HIGH
SCHOOL INSTRUCTION 3 hours
General methods for teaching in the high sbhool constitute an
impartant part of this course. Piinciples that underlie the teaching
of_ every high school subject are stressed more tlun particular meth-
ods or devices for each subject. The teaching techniqul is emphasized.




321 or 322-TIIE METHODS OF TEACHING HIGH SCHOOL
SUBJECTS
- The fotlowing: courses deal with the organizatiori and techniqueoi the teaching of high school subjects. They aim to give thorough
acquaintance with setection, organization and prescntation of methodr
of instruction of such subjcts.
COURSES OF STUDY
-Bi. The Teaching of Biology T. Th. 2 hrs.
-Ch. The Teaching of Chernistry T. Th. 2 hrs.
-En The Teaching of English T. Th. 2 hrs.*Fr. The Teaching of French T. Th. 2 hrs.
-HE" The Teaching of Home Econornics T. Th. 2 hrs.
-I-a. The Teaching of Latin T. Th. 2 hrs.
-I\fa. The I'eaching of Mathematics T. Th. 2 hrs.
-Mu. The Teaching of Music T, Th. 2 hrs.
-Sp. The Teaching of Speech T. Th. 2 hrs.
-SS. The Teaching of Social Science T. Th. 2 hrs.
331-CHILD PSYCHOLOGY 2 honrs
This course deals with the mind of the child from birth up to
puberty. Such topics as the sensory life of the child, play, curiosity,
imagination, memory, languagg imitation, art, musical expression,
moral nature, discipiine, punishment and others will be subjects for
study and class discusSion. Members of the class will be asked to
study some child for a period of time. Same as Psychology 331.
First semester. ---Two hours credit.
33z_ADOLESCENT PSYCHOLOGY 2 ho*rs
This course will survey the literature bearing upon adolescencc.
Recent scientific discoveries will be brought out in class. Special at-
tention will be paid to the interests, abilities and instinctive tendencies
of youth. Some emphasis will be placed upon tie more important
phases of mental hygiene in its bearing upon adolescence. Members of
the class wiil be given an opporturity to.participate in some problem
which deals with the relation of the adolescent to some institution
Juch as the home, school, church, sports and games. The purpose of
this course is to furnish the teacher a better understanding of the
physical, intellectual and emotional life of youth and his problems
Same as Psychology 332.
Second semester. -Two hours credit.
34I-EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY 3 hours
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The purpose of this course is to give a better understanding of
the principles of psychologv which are used in later courses in Edu-
cation. Some of the topics to be treated are learning, transfer of
training, fatigue, effects of drugs. achievement testing and intelligeace
testing. The above topics will be related to teaching problems and the
building up of a course of study. This course is required in most
states for teacher certification. It is recommended for anv student of
education. Prerequisites, Elementary or General Psycholosy.
First semester. 
-Three hours credit.
342-TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS 3 hours
This is an introductory course dealing with both standarclized and
in{ormal new type tests. Problems involved in the building, admin-
istering, scoring and using, and inlerpreting the restrlts of tests will
be considered. Some attention will be given statistical methods to en-
able the student to classify data and to becorne familiar with some oI
the statistical terms.
Second serrester. -Three hours credit.
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4OI_PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION 2 hows
An attempt is made in this course to present thc educational
theories of DeweS Horne, Bodg Kilpatrick, and others. Conflicting
excerpts from present and past educational philosophers will bc
studied from time to time, and each student led to form his owr
philosophy.
First semester. *Tvro hours credit.
40z_PRINCIPLES OF' EDUCATION ? howr
This course is planned to give the student an opportunity to de-
velop attitudes of constructive criticisnr, concerning educational aimr,
curricula, and methods.
Second semester. -Two hours credit.Omitted in 1937-38.
4I2_SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION 3 horrt
I'his course includes a brief statement of statq county ald city
administration, including boards of education. The work and duties
of the superintendent, principal and teachers are considered. Edrl
cators are recognizing the fact that classroom teachers should under-
stand certain phases of administratioq in order that they may better
understand the necessity of cooperation with the administrative officers
of the school.
Second semester. -Three hours credit.Given on sufficient dernand.
421 or 42a--SUPERVISED STUDENT TEACHING
AND OBSERVATION 3 hxrt
Under the direction of the critic teacher each student assumes for
one semester a portion of the responsibility for the instruction, dis-
cipline and grading of one class in the high school of Upland, Matt-
hews, Hartford City or in other high schools as there is need
The divisions of Education 421 or 422 are open to Seniors who have
made a grade of C in Education. These students should have an
average grade of C in the subject in which student teaching is to
be done, and also in all Education courses taken prior to super-
vised student teaching. All such students should have credit for
approximately 20 hours in the subject to b,e taught and be recom-
mended by the department in charge of the subject. (These courses
{nay be lengthened to meet 5 or 6 hour requirement of some
states. )
First and second semesters.. -Three hours credit each.Credit given oniy on a B. S. degree in Education.
PSYCHOLOGY
*201.202-ELEMENTARY PSYCHOLOGY 2 ho*t
This course deals with the fundamental principles of the science
of psychology. At the same time it is rnade practicat enough so that
the student taking but a single course in this field rnay derive lasting
benefit from it. Required of all college students and should be taken
in the sophomore year.
First and second semesterSr -Two hours credit eaclr-*Significance of nurnbers, see page 36.
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30l-MENTAL IIYGIENE 3 hourt
A survey of the principles of mental health, with reference to
mental e{ficielcy, social and emotional adjustment, and personality
developrnent. Prerequisites, Psychology 201-202.
First semester. -Three hours credit-
A practical study of the nature of mental ill-health; its causes,
means o{ prevention and the principal remedial techniques receive ma-jor attention The course will be bf special value to all who expcct
to engage in the education of the youth in eittrer the field of secular
or reiigious education. Prerequisltes, Psychology 201 -202.
Second semester. 
-Three hours credit^
3II-PSYCHOLOGY OF LEARNING 2 hours
. The economy and technique of the learning process from the
theoretical and experimental point of view. R review oI the experi-
mental literature and theoretical considerations pertinent to impoitant
problems in the {ie1d of memory and learning. Frerequisites, piychol_
ogy 201-202.





A critical evaluation of the contemporary points of view in
psychology, _disputed theories, and a study of texts representative of
modern tendencies. Prerequisites, Psychoiosy Z0L-202.-






The life of the child is studied from the genetic standpoint.
O-riginal_nat-urg the dawn and_development of meaning, itt. prv.t ii"gy
of play, habits,.and fears, the beginning of the religioiri .onitiourn.ir,
are.some of _the-subjects treated. The course-is planned for ali
teach,ers, whether in classroom, home or pulpit. prerequisites, psychol-
osy 201-?02.
First semester. -Two hours credit.
.The.pec.uliar problems of the high^sthool pupil in school, in
society, in church,. and home receive major atteniion. fne ituay oi
the religious consciousness begun in the pieceding course is 
"o"li*.,|"A study is made of the psyihology of aesthett appreciadon. Fie-
requisites, Psychologv 201-202.
Second semester, -Two hours crediL
34l-PSYCHOLOGY OF TFIE AUDIENCE 3 hours
. A course in applied. psyglo.logy dealing definitely with a varietyof organized situations in which one or more perfoimers confront igroup of.auditors-or spectators,for the purposd of influencins ih;ilr
The peculiar psychology of e,ach type of-audience is poined-;d;;;
the many reasons for the performer'd success or fairure 
".u 
r"ai."i.a.
The .course pointi out the various devices for arousing "rd 
;i;;;i;:
ing the interest of the audience and the dfective meth&s oi p;;;;;;
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conviction. The influence of the audieoce on the performer is also
analyzed. Prerequisites, Psychology 201-202.
First sernester. -Three hours credit.omitted in 1937-38.
40l_SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 3 hows
A study of fundarnental human instincts; personality and social
adjustment; interstimulation by communication, suggestion. imitation,
discussion, and accommodation. A study of crowds, mobs, group
opinions, group loyalties, group control and group agencies, leadership
and social change. Prerequisites, Psychology 201'202'
First semester. -Three 
hours credit,
omitted in 1937-38.
40z-PSYCHOLOGY OF PERSONALITY 3 hours
The problem of personality has become one of dominant in-
fluence in schoiastic, commercial, legal, and medical c€nters. Heredity,
environment, temperament, instinct, emotion, habit, "drives," intel'
ligence, and kindred subjects are carefully examined with a view to
the extraction of any contribution they may make to this absorbing and
puzzling subject. The problem of creating personality receives atten-
tion. Prerequisites, Psychology 201-202.
Second semester. -Three 
hours credit.
Omitted in 1937-38.
41 I_APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY 2 hours
This course will include a discussion of problems, methods,
and results of psychology in thq practical fields of medicine, larv,
cducation and industry and commerce.
First semester. -Two hours credit.Omitted in 1937-38.
4Iz-PSYCHOLOGY OF FEELING AND EMOTION 2hOUTS
This course aims to give insight and appreciation into this
important, and somewhat neglected field of psychology' Th"
vaiious theories of feeling and emotion will be discussed together
with the relationship of feeling and emotion to overt behavior'
Second semester. -Two hours credit.Omitted in 1937-38.
ENGLISH AND SPEECH
Pnorrsso* BnNrr.rv, Assrsrext Pnornsson Ar-r,a*rrrtN,
Assrsraxt Pnorcssoe DeNr'rrs
ENGLISH
PnorT ssot Brwrrrv, Assrsuwr Pnoresson Ar-lsnrrrEx
Major in English: At least thirty semester hours. A major must
include courses 101, 102, 211,212. A minor consists of twenty-two
semester hours and includes course l0l, 102. The remaining courses
should be selected so as to distribute the study as much as possible
in the various periods of literature. Students majoring in English
should take advance courses in at least one foreign language. It
is recommended that English majors take English History, some
work in philosophy, and in related fietds of language and literature.
COURSES OF STUDY
*101, I02-FRESHMAN COMPOSITION 3 hourt
The technique of writing. Weekly themes. Papers based on
otrservation and on suggested collateral readings. Required of Fresh-
men. This course is a prerequisite to all other courses in the depart-
ment of English.
First and second semesters. -Three hours credit each.
l01a-GRAMMAR
Required of all Freshmen who are found deficient upon taking the
entrance test in Grammar. An examination will be given at the end
of the semester, and all who pass will not be required to continue in
the course.
First semester. -Two hours with no credit.
302-ADVANCED COMPOSITION 3 hours
For students who have acquired some facility in writing and
who need some practice in the technicalities of writing and the or-
ganization of ideas.
Second semester. -Three hours credit.
321.322-EN GLISH LANGUAGE 3 hours
A historical and philosophical study of the development of
the English language in derivation, phonetics, grammar, and idiorn.
First and second semesters. -Three hours credit each.omitted in 1937-38.
English Literaturc
211,2l2-SURVEY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE 3 hourt
A study of English titerature and of literary history from Beo-
wulf to the pres'ent. This course serves as an introduction to thc
advanced courses in English literature.
First and second semesters. -Three 
hours credit each.
221, ZZ?-SVF.VEY OF AI,fERICAN LITERATURE 3 hourt
A study of American literature and of literary history from itr
beginning to the present.
First and second semesters. -Three hours credit each.
3II_CLASSIC BACKGROUNDS OF ENGLISH LIT.
ERATURE 2 howc
A study of some Greek and Roman classics in translation.
First semester. -Two hours credit.
312-MEDIAEVAL BACKGROUND OF ENGLISH
LII'ERATURE 2 howt
A study of some Mediaeval classics in translation.
Second semester. -Two hours credit.
33l-MODERN DRAMA 3 lnurs
A study of the trend of modern drarrm from Ibs'ea to the prescnt.
First semester. -Three hours credit.
332-LITERARY CRITICISM 3 hourc
A study of the principles of criticism from Aristotle to the presenrt.
Second semester. -Three hours credit.*Significance of numbers, see page 36.
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34Z-MODERN AMERICAN AND BRITISH POETRY 3 hows
.1\ study of the technique and an interpretation oI recent poetry.




A study of the mechanics of poetry, with some writing of verse.
First semester. -Two hours credit.omitted in 1937-38.
352_THE SHORT STORY 2 hotws
A study of the origin and development of the forrq with reading
and some writing of typical stories.
Second semester. -Two hours credit.omitted in 1937-38.
40I-MTLTON
A study of Milion's poetry, with speciat
Lost.










412_THE ROMANTIC POETS 3 hours
A study of early nineteenth century poets, with spcial attention to
Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley, Keats.
Second semester. -Three 
hours credit.
421_THE VICTORIAN POETS 3 hours
A s'tudy of the poetry of the \rictorian agg witb special attention
to Tennyson and Browning.
First semester. --Three hours credit.
omitted in 1937-38.
42-THE ENGLISH ESSAY 3 lrours
A study of the English Essay from Bacon to the present.
Second semester. -Three hours credit.
43I_THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ENGLISH
DRAMA 3 hours
A s'tudy of the English drama from its origin to Shakespeare.
First serrrester. -Three hours credit.Omitted in 1937-38.
432_5HAKESPEARE 3 hours
A study of some of the representative dramao of Shakespeare.
Second semester. -Three hours credit.
442_CORRELATION AND HONORS COURSE 2 hOU7s
A study designed to correlate English courses previously taken,
and to lead to research and a comprehensive examination' Required
of English majors seeking honors.
Second semester. -Two hours credit.
COURSES OF STUDY 69
A course in the principles of Speech' The aim of this course is
t" a"".ltp tite voice'and 
-e-xpressional powg{l s9.as to make them
"fit instrurnents to serve the mind and soul." The speaking voice,
al.ii"".-i"i"ipiit"tio.t, outlining and delivery of speeches are stressed'
trrir-il-tr" is a preriquisite t6 all succeeding courses in Speech, ex-
cept by permission of the head of the department.
Fii'st inil seconcl semesters, -Two hours credit each.
201. zOz-ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OFItibnnrunn 2 ho*rs
This course attempts to give the student the ability !o grasp the
meaning of some o{ the best literature and to express that m€anlng
through voice and action.
First-and second semesters. -Two hours 
credit each-
211*PLAY PRODUCTION 3 hours
A course in the fundamentals of producing amateur dramatics'
A briel survey of thc development of dramatic art, practice in char-
acter interpreiation, and directing of short plays.








This course aims to give the student a fairly thorough knorvl-
edge of one or two plays of Shakespeare with the view of. producing
onf publicly. In thii way the student gets not only an understanding
of tlie text but the ability to interpret the characters.






A study of the principles o{ agrumentation, evidence, proof,-brief-
drawing and persuasive 
^speaking. 





A course for those who participate in intercollegiate debating only,
with meetings at least once a week. Several intercollegiate debates are
scheduled each season. 221 is pnetequisite to this course except
by permission of Dean and the Professor ol Speech.
Second semester. -One 
hour credit.
3OI-SPEECH COMPOSITION 2 hotrs
An advanced course in public $peaking, with ernphasis on the
analysis of speech models and the preparation o{ speeches {or special
occasions. Extemporaneous speaking is encouraged.
First semester. -Two hours credit.omitted in 1937-38.
*Significance ol numbers, see page 36.
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302-"THE ORATION 2 hours
40l_SPEECH IN THE PULPIT 3 hours
of study.
*I01, lo2-HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES
.A. progressive study of the social, politicat, and cultural develop
ment of the peoplc of the United States frorn the period of the coloni
zation to the present time. The first semes'ter will carry the narrative
as far as the Presidential campaign of 1860. The second semester will
begin at that point and com'plete the story to the present day.
First and second semesters. -Three 
hor:rs credit each.
*Significance of nurnbers, see page 36.
sermons. Attention witl dso be given to the reading of the Scriptulre
and of hymns.
First semester. -Three hours 
credit.
40Z-ADVANCED INTERPRETATION 3 hours
In this course the student will be expected to do some original
work in interpretation and prepare for a public program' Only stu-
dents who are outstanding in speech will be admitted to this class.
Second semester. -Three 
hours credit.
412--:THE TEACHING OF SPEtrCH 2 hOUTS
This course is open only to majors and those who expect to
teach speech. It wiii consi;t in a review of the fundarrientals of
A study of the great orators and their orations. and practice
in the wtritins and delivery of original orations. This course offers an
exceilent training for those who expect to try out lor the state con-
tests.
Second semester. -*'fwo hours credit.
omitted in 1937-38.
311, 3l2-PRIVATE LESSONS I hour'In this course special attention is given to the individual student's
needs in speech. This is required of all majors in speech.
First and second semesters. -Oue hour credlt each.
A study of the various forms of pulpit discourse and sermons
of great pieachers with practice in the preparation and, delivery of
speech and a study of thC problems and methods of teaching speech.
Does not count on a major in sPeech.
Second semester. -Two hours credit.Given on a sufficient demand.
421,4I}_PF.IVATE LESSONS I hour'This is a continuation of 3ll-312 but more advanced and is fsr
majors in speech.
First and second senlesters. --One hour credit each.
HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE
Pnorssson Ononx, AssrsraNt Pnorrssot GEonon Evarg
As a general rule, courses 101, 102 or l1l, 172 are prerequisite
to coursesln the higher levels and students expecting to continue in
the department should take those courses during their Freshman
and Sophomore years. All students deciding to rnajor in history mus!
consult the head of the department concerning their further courses
3 hours
COURSES OF STUDY
3II-HISTORY OF LATIN AMERICA 3 hours
TIONS 3 hotrs
A survey cf the diplomatic relations of the United States from
the beginning of our national histoly to the present time, which aims
to acquaint the student with our foreign policies and diplomatic pro-
cedure.




111, ll2-HISTORY OF MODERN EUROPE 3 houts'A 
study of the social, political, and cultural history o{ modern
Europe which begins with a brief consideration oI the Renaissance
and the Commercial Revolution, and traces the development of nation-
alism, the Reformation, and the modern states with a view to under-
standing the problems of the present era' The first semester is
designed to cairy the account up to 1789. The second semester will
continue the narrative to the present time.
First and second semesters. -Three 
hours credit each.
_ A study o{ tle history of the economic development of the peo,
ple of the United States which begins with a survey of the colonial
period and treats the agricultural and industrial progress, the rise of
capitalism, and the present economic situation.
Second semester. -Three hours credit.
201,^\?_EVROPE IN THE i\IIDDLE AGES 2 howrs
This course begins with a background survey of the Roman world
and the German invasions and deals progressively with the papacy.
feudalism, monasticistn, the beginnings of modern nations, medieval
culture, the crusades, the development of commerce, and the revival
of learning.
First and second semesters, -Two hours credit each.
211,?I2-}{ISTORY OF ENGLAND 3 hours
A study of the entire course of English history from the earliest
times to the present era. Special emphasis will be given to the social
and political aspects of English development.
First and second semesters. -Three 
hours credit each.
3OI-HISTORY OF THE AIIERICAN FRONTIER 3 hours
A study of the progressive development and westward expansion
of the American frontier from the colonial period to its final disap.
pearance. Special emphasis will be given to the social and economic
factors that molded the frontier, and to the varied influence of the
Irontier upon the development of American civilization.
First semester. 
-Thrce.hours credit,
3oz_AMERICAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 3 ho*rs
An investigation of the social and political devetopment of the
countries of Central and South Arnerica which will deal with their
origins, their struggles for independence, and their international
relations.
First semester. --T'hree hours credit.
omitted in 1937-38.
312-|{ISTORY OF AMERICAN FOREIGN RELA-
_-.-!
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321-GREEK HISTORY 3 hows
A study of the history of the people of Q-reecer including the
Aegean civiiization, the claisic period, and the Hellenistic kingdoTs'
Spe"cial attention ii given to the political, economic, and cultural life
of Athens.
First semester. -Three 
hours credit'
322-ROMAN HISTORY 3lt'ours
A study of the Roman people irornr fheir begirlning's in Italy to
the death of Justinian, witli pirticuiar attention t' tfreir- political,
ou"o-i., socLl, and 'culturai institutions and t-heir in{luence ott
modern civilization.
Second sernester. -Three 
hours credit.
4Ol-4o2_INTRODUCTION TO AMERICAN GOVERN-
MENT 2 hours
A study of the foundations of American governffent will be
follou'ed by a survey of the national, state, and locai governments
atta-"a*i"i.ttation, The aim is to prepare the student for intelligent
participation in American citizenship.
irirst ind second semesters. -Two hours credit 
each.
4ll-412-INTERNATIONAL LAW 2 hours
Ihe purpose of this course is to give the student an utrderstanding
of the piinciples and procedure governing-the relations between en-
iight"r'r.d nuti*t. A'study is made of th,e nature o'f international
dw, the organization of tbe community of nations, the substantive
rutes of int&national law, internationat procedure for the settlemeflt
of coriflict of claims, and the procedure by self'help for the enforce-
ment of claims.





Students expecting to major in Mathematics or Physics-. and
those pierrarins fbr sciintific work, including engineering, sh-ot1d e]ect
"ou.."i 
itt-tlz, l2l, 122, in the freshman year. Course 211-212 is
required for a major, and if Solid Geornetry is not offered for en-
trance it must be taken in addition-
*101-soLID GEOMETRY 2 ltor'r,rs
The usual demonstrative work, with emphasis upon computation'
Offered when necessary for those majoring in Mathematics' Does
not count toward a major.
First semester. *Two hours credit.
!1I-I12-COLLEGE ALGEBRA 2 hours--- 
This course begins with a review of the {undamentals adaptetl
to the needs of the class, and includes stch topics as functions, graphs.
logarithms, permutations, combinations and probability.
Fiist and iecond semesters'. -Trvo 
hours credit each.
*Significance of numbers, see page 36.
COURSES OF STUDY
121--PLANE TRIGONOMETRY 3 hourt
A study of the trigonometric functions, tleir relations to each
other .and their application to the solution of right and oblique
triangles, with equations, identities, and logarithms.
First semester. 
-Three hours credit.
Iz-ANALYTIC GEOMETRY 3 horrs
CULUS 4 hourt
A study of the straight line and the conic sections by the use of
the algebraic equation; higher plane curves and related topics. Pre-
requisites, Mathematics 111, 121.
Second semester. -Three hours credit.
ZIL-ZL?_DIFFERENTIAL AND INTEGRAL CAL.
73
. Derivatives, maxima and minima, partial and total differentials,
single and double integration applied to the finding of areas, length
o{- curves, and volumes. Prerequisites, Mathematics lll-Llz, 121, 122.
First and second semesters. -Four hours credit each.
Theory and practice in elementary surveying. Field work in larrd
slrveying, profile and topographical leveling. Triangulation in both
horizontal arrd vertical planes. Prerequisite, I\{athematics 121.
First semester. -Two hours credit.omitted in 1937-38.
Z2_SPHERIC TRIGONOMETRY 2 hou.rs
Solution of spherical triangles, with applications to the celestiat
sphere. Of especial value to those interested in Astronomy. P.re-
requisite, lVlathematics 121.
Second semester. -Two hours credit.omitted in 1937-38.
221_5URVEYING 2 hours
301-302_4STRONOMY 2 hours
A general course given for its cultural value. It includes a study
of the solar system, the stars, and the use of star mapS and of tho
telescope. Does not count toward a major.
First and second semesterS" -Two hours credit each.omitted in 1937-38.
3'1l-COLLEGE GEOI{ETRY 3 hours
Advanced Geometry based on the Plane Geometry of the high
school. It deals with the more recent developments in the field
of Euclidean Geometry, and is of especial value to the prospective
teacher. Prerequisite, Mathematics 122.
First sernester. -Three hours credit.
3I2-MATHEMATICAL THEORY OF INVESTMENT 3 hours
Compound and slmple interest, annuities, depreciation, bonds,
sinking funds, insurance and other problems of the business world.
Prerequisite, Mathematics 122.
Second semester. -Three 
hours credit.
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321-SOLID ANALYTiC GEOMETRY 3 hours
A study of the coordinate geom€try of lines, planes, curves, -ald
sur{aces in three-dimensional space. Prerequisite, Mathematics 211'
tlt
First semester. -Three 
hours credit.
33I-THEORY OF EQUATIONS 2 hours
Complex numbers, determinants solution of cubic and biquad-
ratic equations, relations between roots and coemcients of an equa-
tion and related topics. Prerequisite, Mathematics 211-212.
First sernester. -lwo hours credit.omitted in 1937-38.
401, 4}?-ADVANCED COLLEGE ALGEBRA 2 hours'A more thorough study oI series, determinants, partial fractions.
permutations, combinations, probability, and other.topics selected
according to the class'. Prerequisite, Mathematics 211-212.
First and second semesterS. -Two hours credit each'omitted in 1937-38.
422_PRO JECTIVE GEOMETRY 3 hows
Projection and section appiied to geometric figures, the principle
of dualiiy, cross ratio, and various theorems, such as the Pascal and
Brianchon, are studied. Prerequisite, Mathematics 211-212,
Second semester. -Three hgurs credit.
43I-43?-DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 2 hours
An introductory course in ordinary differential equations, with ap-
plications. Prerequisite, Mathematics 2ll-212.
First and second semesters. -Two hours credit each.omitted in 1937-38.
P.HYSICS
Pnorusson Dnamn
*a1L-212-GENERAL PHYSICS 5 hours
Mechanics, sound, heat, light, electricity, and magnetism. Three
lectures and four hours laboratory work per week.
First and second semesters. -Five hours credit each.
32I-MODERN DEVELOPMENTS IN PHYSICS 3 houts
A study of the recent discoveries as to the nature of matter.
It includes a study of the electron, X.rays, radio-activity, quantum
theory and other current theories of the structure of matter' Pre-
requisite, Physics 211-212 and lvlathematics 122,
First semester. -Three 
hours credit.
22*LIGS'T 3 honrs
A study of the, phenomena of light, including optics, disper-sion,
inter{erence, diffraction, relraction and polarization, with -a considera'
tion of some of the theoried dealing with the nature of light. Pre'
requisite, Physics 2ll-212 and Mathematics 122,
Seccrnd semester. -Three 
l.rours credit.
rsignificance of numbers, see page 36.
COURSES OF STUDY
MODERN LANGUAGES-FRENCH AND GERMAN
Pnonsssor FsNsrEnMacsER, AssocrATE Pnorusson Grssox
Students expecting to do graduate work in any university are
advised to gain a teidiog knowledge of French and German' At
least two ydars study o{ lach is needed. For those specia.lizing. in
r.i.n.", Fiench and German are advisable electives' A major
requites 24 hovs and a minor, 16. The-first year of- a modern
languuge does not count on a m?ior' It does count 4 hours on e
-in?r." a course of European History and some knowledge of







As grammar is the foundation of any langlagq-one aim of the
first veai's study is to gz.in a clear understanding of the relation of
;";,1; il ihi ..nt.n... An important aim {or Americans is to obtain
a reading knowledge of the lJnguage. Still another aim is to become
i"rnitin. "*ith tit. ipoken language.- These attainments will be aided
bv oral drill. bv readine in class and outside, by memorizing easy
poems ancl sentlnces, an? by dictation. Phonetics will serve as an
aid to correct pronunciation.




Advanced work in grammar and review. Composition and .con-
versation. Reading o{ French prose of aveftrge difficulty. such as
Tules Verne: Le four du Monde en Quatre-vingts Jours; Dumas:
Le Comte de Monte-Cristo; Bordeaux : I-a Peur de Vivre; Pargment:
Ira France et les Francais. The texts change from year to year'
ReoortS on outside reading are giver throughout the year. Pre-
requisite, Course 101-102 or two years of high school French.
Fiist and second semesters. -Three 
hours credit each.
301. 302-SE\TENTEENTH CENTURYLITERATURE 3 hours'The Classicat Period. Intensive study of the plays of Corneitle,
I\foliere, and Racine. Collateral readings from these and otlrer writ-
ings during the reign of Louis XIV with written- reports. Gram-
mJr revieri and exe-rcises to aidincorrectuseof thelanquage. Alter-
nates with Course 311, 312. Prerequisite, Course 201-202.
First and second semesters. -Three 
hours credit each-
omitted in 1937-38.
3ll, 3I2-NINETEENTH CENTURY LITERATURE 3 hours'A 
critical study of Dumas pere, Dumas fils, Victor l{ugo' Alfred
de Musset, and George Sand. Collateral readings and reports from
these and other writeis of the century. Alternates with Course 301,
302. Prerequisite, Course 201-202,
First and second semesters. -Three 
hours credit each.
*Significance of numbers, see page 36.
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3zI_PHONETICS AND DICTATION
International systefiL Text, Knowles and Favard:
French Pronunciation, Prerequisite, Caur se 201-202.
First semester. -Two hours credit.omitt€d in 1937-38.
3Z_CONVERSATION
Conversation and grammar review. Text, Knowles and
Gramnraire de la Conversation. Prerequisite, Course 2AL-202.
Second semester. -Two hours credit.omitted in 1937-38.
33l-33Z-CONTEMPORARY WRITERS 2 hovs
Alternates with Course 321, 322, Oflered on sufficient demand.
Rrcrequisite, Course 20L-202.
First and second semesters. -Two hours credit each.






From the Renaissance to contemporary writers. Text, Harper's
French Anthology, Alternated with Course 4ll-412. Prerequisite,
Course 301, 302 ar 317, 312.
First and second semesters. -Two hours credit each.
411-412 GRI\MNIAR AND ADVANCED COMPOSITION 2 hours
Especially for those who have a major in French and for pros-
pective teachers. Prerequisite, Course 301, 302 or 311, 312.
F'irst and second semesters'. -Two hours credit each.omitted in 1937-38.
GERMAN
Pnorrisson FrNstrnuecura
*101-102_BEGINNING GERMAN 4 hours
Drill upon connected pronunciation and the rudiments of gram-
mar; conversation and the training of the ear as well as of the eye.
German is used in much of the class room instruction. During the
year several hundred pages of easy prose are read.
First and second semesters. -Four hourS credit each.
2OI-2o2_INTERMEDIATE GERMAN 3 hours
Grammar review. Intensive and extensive reading. Composi-
tion. Prerequisite, German 101-102 or two years o! high school Ger-
man.
First and second semesters, -Three hours credit each.
301_GOETHE 3 hours
A brief introduction to the life and works of Goethe. An inten-
sive study of one or more of his works. Prerequisite, German 201-202.
First semester. --Three hours credit.
Second semester. --Three hours credit.
omitted in 1937-38-
302_5CHILLER 3 houis
A brie{ introduction to the life and works of Schiller. An inten-
cive study of one or more of his works.
omitted in 1937-38.
tSignificance of numbers, see page 36.
COURSES OF STUDY 77
3zI_GERMAN ROMANTICISM 3 hoars
A survey of German Romanticism with an intensive shrdy of
reveral of its chief works. Prerequisite, German 201'202.
First semester. -Three 
hours credit.
322-LA'TE NINETEENTH CENTURY GERMAN
LITERATURE 3 ho*rs
A study o{ the rise and character of the naturalistic school with
an intensive study of one or more of its chief works. Prereguisite,
German 201-202.
Second -semester.-Three hours credit.
331, 332-SCIENTIFIC GERMAN 2 hours'Reading of material rela1in" to various sciences. Open only to
students in comi-rined courses or majoring in stience. Does not count
tgward major or minor. Prerequisitq German 201-202.
First and second semesters.-Two hours credit each.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Drnscron A. IM. HowARo, AssrstlNt PRoFEssoR Ar,rsnnrEN
The aim of thiq department is to contribute to the education of
the individual so that he may develop into a well balanced phys-
ical, mental, moral, an{ social being qo that he can better serve him-
self and his fellowmen.
An organized program o{ intramural athletics is carried on
throughout the year. As a rule the teams are selected on a class basis,
Opportunity is given for all to take part. The purpose is that a
number of games may be learned and it is expected that the student
attain a reasonable degree of skill in one or more. In season the
following sports are encouraged: Tennis, basket ball, softball,
track. And the following recreational sports: Voltreyball, ping-
pong, aerial dart, shuffleboard, and horseshoes.
The college promotes a limited program of intercollegiate ath-
letics as a factor in the activities of a modern college. It Iostert high
s'tandards of scholarship and sportsmanship for all those that parti-
cipate. Intercoliegiate contests are held in basket ball, baseball, track
and tennis.
A physcial examination is required of all new students and of
all those who take part in athletics. There is no extra charge for
this examination. An examination card filled out and signed by the
home physician making a satis{actory report as to eyes, ears, nose,
throat, heart, lungs, general health, etc.. will be accepted in lieu of
this examination. If it is betieved that the student's health will not
permit his participation in this work a signed statement to that ef-
fect from a physician must be filed in the Dean's office in order to
be excused. In such case other prescribed work must be taken.
A white gym shirt, trunks, sweat shirt, and a pair of bastet
batl shoes are regulation equipment for men. The regular de-
partment shirt should be bought if at all possible. It can be
secured only upon the campus.
A blue, one-piece suit of Indian Head material and a pair of
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basket ball shoes are regulation equipment for women. Any part or
all of your equipment may be obtained a{ter arrival.
1OI, IO2-GENERAL PHYSICAL EDUCATION I hOUt
Required of all Freshman men. Physical ability tests, ex'
ercises, sports, and recreational games,
First and second semesters. -One hour credit each.Required of all Freshman women. Free exercises, tactics'
and games.
First and second semesters. -One hour cr'edit each.
zOL,aO}-GFNERAL PHYSICAL EDUCATION I hOET
Required of all Sophomore men. Sports and recreational
games. A continuation of Physical Education l0l, 102. Each
quarter a list of games is presented from which each nran is to
select one to play that quarter.. A different game must be selected
each quarter. The games include: Touch football, track, tennis,
basket ball, softball, volleybali, pingpong, aerial dart, shufile-
board, and horseshoes.
First and second semesters. -One hour credit each.Required of all Sophomore women. Free exercises. tactics,
and games. A continuation of Physical Education l}L, 102.
First and second semesters, -One hour 
credit each.
An extra fee is charged if delayed until the junior or senior.
ye€r.
Pre-Professional Courses
Students doing work of the content as that of Purdue University
and other technical institutions will receive full credit for same. Many
men who are specialists in these technical fields feel that two years of
such rvork may well be taken in the small college on account ol the
persorral contacts and the enriching of the life of the student. In the
atmosphere here the student is not lost in the crowd, but knowd per-
sonally his fellow-students and has a vital contact with the members
of the staff.
PRE MEDIC COURSE
Most authorities now urge that students looking forward to the
medical profession complete the full four years in college and take
their bachelor's degree with a science major be{ore entering the
School of Medicine.
It is assumed that a student entering a pre medic course of study
has had Latin in his High School preparation. Whenever possible the
student should rnake the setection of hir Medical school at the be-
ginning of his Junior year in order ttrat he may meet the specific
requirements for entrance of that school. Students expecting to enter
a Medical school shoutd make an average grade of B as the Medical
schools require high scholastic work as one of ttreir conditions for
entrance.
The following outline of required courles will aid the Jtudent k
the arrangement of his course of study.
COURSES OF STUDY 79
Freshman Year
English rcl-rc? 6,hours
German or French S hours
Chemistry 201-202 .. l0 hours
Mathematics 121 3 hours
Elective (second semester) 3 hours
Physical .Education 101, i02 0 hours
Sophomore Year
English 2ll,2l2 6 hours
German or French . 6 hours
Chemistry 301 . .. 5 houri
Chemistry 302 . .. 5 hours
Biology 20L-202 g hours
Physical Education 201,202 0 hours
Junior Year
German or French (if required) (6) hours
Chenristry 401-402 .' ij hours
Biology 311-312 6 hours
Biology 331-332 4 hours
Psychology 201-202 4 hours
!{istory 101, 102 or ll1,172 6 hours
Sociology l0l-102 4 hours
Senior Year
Bible 111, 112 ... 6 hours
Physics 211-212 .. l0 hours
B_iolos-y 431-432 4 hoursElectives .. l0hours
_ Electives'; Biology 362 and Chemistry 411-4lZ are very desirable
electives. Other desiratrle electives are: Econornics; philosoptV; Fo-
litical Science; IVlental, Abnormal and Social psychology and Speech,
PRE ENGINEERING COURSE
- Students who desire to prepare for engineering, pharmacy or
forestry may well spend two yeari at Taylor"UniverJ;iv, 
"nd 
if ihe;;
sutrjects .are properly selected, they may_ enter a t.iilnii"i ;"iG;
rvith junio-r standing. The student must mike gooA gr"a.i, i;; ;;;;1T;
e grade of D will nct receive credit.
The following are the courses which should be followed for thetwo years for mechanical engineering. These courses will vary somi
for. the other professions. The studenl should consuii tfr. a*ri 
"ilirecollc.ge befor.e registering. Sincr variation may occur owing to thi
specltrc requirements of the school the students desire to enier.
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First Year
English 101-102 6 semestcr hour3
chemistry 2u-2a2 . .. ... : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : .. . ..' ro semester hours
Mathematics 1Ll-112 and l2l, 122 ... . ... 10 semester hours
History 111, ll2 6 semester hours
Physical Education 101, 102 0 semester houm
ffi1l',:h#1,"',2ff-'z,i ...::.:.::!:.i1.1...: : : : : : 3 ::il::H i:X[
General Physics 211-212 l0 semester hours
Economics 201-202.....::...'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.::::...' 6..ttt.tter hours
Speech 101-102 . ..,, 4 sernester hours
Physical Education 201,202 0 semester houro
PRE-NURSII\G COURSE
Arrangements have been made with the Methodist Episcopal
Hospital of Indianapolis by which young yomen who have com-
pleted ninety-five iiours of academic work including Physical
Education in Taylor University and have made as many quality
points may transfer to the Methodist Episcopal Hospital school
6f nursing-and receive the Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Sciencc
degree from Taylor University after completing twenty-seven
months of the piofessional nurse's course' The student's coursc
must include certain prescribed academic courses; a mininurn
of twenty hours of a major and a minimum of sixty hours must
be earned in residence at Taylor lJniversity.
There are some reasons why this combined course should
appeal to prospective nurses. In some cases young womel
giaduate from high school before they -have reached the- age that
;hev mav be admitted to a nurses training school; therefore these
.rr."ir -iv be profitably spent in laying the foundation for a special
iine of work.^ After lheir college course should the student not
desire.to take up nurse's work she has a foundation upon which
by careful seleciion of other courses she may finish college and
enter another chosen profession.





Language 6 or 8
6Bible
Sociology 101-102 ...... 4








Psychology 2Ol-202 ... ' 4 hours
Chimistry- 201-202 .....10 hours
Biology Stt StZ 6 hours
Languige 6 hours
Eleclivei .i............4hours
Phy. Ed. 201, 202 ...... 0 hours
COURSES OF STTIDY
Junior Year
English Literature ..... 6 hours
Biology 331-332 4 hours
Chemistry 401-402 ... .. 8 hoursHistory .. 6 hours*Language .... .. 6 hoursElectives . g hours
Electives may be selected from the following:
Speech (Fundementals) .,. .... 4 hours
Home Econ. Foods & Nutrition . .. .. 6 hours
Biology (Embryology) . .... ... 4 hours
Psychology (Mental Hygiene and
Abnormal Psych.) 6 hours
*If two units of language are not offered for entrance, threeyears study- of the same language is required. ..After tite sii
semest€rs of college work, the student is trinsferred to the school
o-f nursing on the same basis as the other studenG, 
"iiipi-ifr"ithe services are shortened in the various departmenis.,'
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SCHOOL OF MUSIC 85
School of Music
Taylor University School of Music is maintained for the
purpose of providing higher education in Music, and to this end
to bring the best methods and equipment for Music study into
coordination with the stimulating environment of college life and
the wholesome influence of the college community.
The work of the School is planned to develop substantial
workmanship. The scheme of instruction is comprehensive and
thorough, and the courses offered are designed to give the student
knowledge in both Theoretical and Applied Music.
Furthermore, the close relation between the college and
the School of Music permits the students in Music to take some
of the work leading to a degree in Music in the college and thus
enables them to have the benefit of the superior instruction re-
ceived in the college.
The requirements for admission to the school are briefly
stated: moral character, evidences ol musical ability, and general
intelligence and a serious purpose. The degree of advancement
does not affect a student's admission, but does affect his classifi-
cation.
F"quipment
All music work is taken in Helena Music Hall. This build-
ing contains Shreiner Auditorium, which seats about 500, and
which is equipped witl-r a large stage, a concert grand piano, and
a large three manual organ. The music hall also contains fifteen
practice rooms, two class rooms, nineteen practice pianos, a grand
piano, pedal piano, small practice organ. The Victrola and an
excellent library of recortis supplement the work in music history




, Taylor- University offers the Bachelor of Music degree for
those wishing to specialize in Music. The student must be a
graduete of a standard high school if he expects to major. in the
department and receive a degree. Candidates for thjs degree
who.select as a major study Piano, Organ, Voice, or Violin,-are
required to pursue a second study for three years. As piano is
invaluable as a means of musical culture, one-of the second studr
ies must_ always be on that instrument. The major study will
extend through a period of at least four years with studles in
Jhe-ory for three years. During the Junior and Senior years, re-
citals must be given in the major study.
Public School Mqsic
- _Mgslc may be taken as one of the majors toward the degreeof Bachelor of Science in Education. The course is approvecl- by
the Indiana State Department of Education.
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Bachelor of Arts with Major in Music
This course is recommended for the student who has apti-
tude in music. It has the advantage that, if during the course, the
student 6nds himself leaning toward some other profession, he
can change courses without great loss of credit, It is particularly
adapted to those students who desire a strong cultural knowledge
of music.
This major must combine both theoretical and applied music.
Applied music is offered in Piano, Organ, Voice, and Violin. It
is expected that in Piano and Violin the student will have at
least fourth grade proficiency before taking up this field of study.
A high standard of work in applied music is demanded. A min-
imum of 30 semester hours is required for this major. For out
line of requirements for this major see page 90.
COURSES OF STUDY LEADING TO TIIE
BACHELOII OF' MUSIC DEGREE
PIANO
Instruction in piano playing involves a special adaptation to
the needs of each individual pupil. While technical foundation
is insisted upon, musical feeling is cultivated from the outset.
The courses indicated below are not arbitrary, but indicate the
amount and charactel of the work that the student is expected
to cover for his Music degree. Credit will be given for equiv-
alent work pursued elsewhere prior to cntering the college.
In adopting the plan outlined in the following courseg
Taylor University School of Music attempts to give de6nite
ctassification in a music course as early as possible, but with the
distinct understanding that the credits indicated in the Junior and
Senior years can be giwn to those only who have fulfilled so
well all the requirements that they have received junior classi'
fication by special vote of the faculty of the School of Music.
This classification received, the student's courses are credited
as earned in the usual rvay. If for any reason a student fails to
receive junior classification in his third year, his credit in Theory
and other classes will be counted, but no further credit for prac-
ticat music will be given until this classification is attained. On
the other hand, a student who is so advanced in music as to re-
ceive junior ctassification the second year, thereby receives ad-
vanced credit and may be able to finish the course in three years.
Applicants for admission to the course in Piano which leads
to the Bachelor's degree in Music, will be expected to ptay music
in the follorving grade, or its equivatent: easier sonatas by Haydn
and Mozart; e)zirny, op.299, Books I and II; Heller, op.47,
easier Songs Without Words by Mendelssohn, and major and
minor scales.
First Year
Technic: Czerny, op. 299; Bach, Two and Three Part Inventions;
Haydn, Mozari oi easier Beethoven Sonatas; romantic and
modern pieces.
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Technic: .czerny,."o. r.rfr"?l$,lT;r". part rnventions andnumbers trom Suites; Beethoven Sonatas of medium glade; ro_mantic and modern pieces.
Technic : Cramer st u die.s ; #H:u*"""t?i.*pered C'avi chord ; B eet".hoven Sonatas; romantic and modern p;..'"r.lo"io, ,..itu " 
----
Technic: clementi studies, [i$rx liiJ"r, one conccrto; romanticand modern pieces. Senioi reciiat.
ORGAN
The three manual ,f.ellers_Kent Olgan provides an excellentmeans for the studv of the organ. Thi corirse "f i";;;;ii;;-i;this-department of ihe S.r,o"i?'u"ri"' ;"."ii"r,n.a to develop afi.nished technique, and to. gi"" ;n-;J;;;"i""Lrro*l"aj" ,f ;;;";literature, so that the stude"nt -ili d;;;;"1 to ,.. and how to
:-.__-"- 
jl- i". pl"ying. and teaching. fhe church' service ;;d 
-i;r'r;:
qutrements are alwavs-kept strongly in view. lto .tuaeni'*iltbe atlowed to. take ui tr,. "tuav;i-;fr.';.s;;'*irr, " view towardgraduation with it as major study, unless t"-""" pf"l, pi""o,.f."1tions of at least the fouith g."ai. Stua.;;;"fiG fi;;;;;-"rnajor study are required to iake pi";;;;-;;;cond study.
. - preparatory work l" s,l;:1. Iff,.*.n., Bach, Chorale pre-ludes and Little preludes and Fugues; farliji."es. i{il;;;yt;;.
- .Scale studies: "ra, 
,jr""nilir,'Itil"u pedats; Bach, ChorarePreludes, Bach, Fugues; M;;dei;s;",- SJ"*a S*"1r; -Fl;;;;.Hymn playing.
- Bach, Chorate prelt,<le$Tj.il3t"-ues; Mendetssohn, ThirdSonata; Franck, Piece Heroi!;i;'pi..i"r.-i,riio" i""lt"i.
---. -Bach, chorale 
p..l"d":iFi,f"fi,*u"., vierne, symphony;Widor, Symphony; pieces. ' S""io, ;;;t"1.' '
VOICE
Tone cultivation of the voice in singing consists in the cor_rect development sf 6u.. tone. qu.ality, ."i, i"tur"l nois., "li;_tion, legato and suitained singlng." Tiri; ;;- accomptished bylearning correct tonal ptacemert 
"liO 
Ur."ii,'Jont.ol.
Song ltterature of the classic and modern schools is studiedto develop a d.eeper appreciation .i g"oa -rri".upon graduation a student must have a repertoire of ariasfrom the standard oratorios 
"na op.r"i,'"i 




Diaphragmatic breathing, exercises for breath control and
tone placement from Vaccai, Sieber and Randegger, Concone
op. 9-Easy sortgs.
Second Year
Continued work in vocal technique, studies from Concone,
Panofka, Marchesi. More difficult sacred and secular songs.
Tlurd Year
Exercises in rapid scales, lrills and arpeggios. Studies from
various masters. Recitative and arias from the easier oratorios
and German and English songs.
Fourth Year
Advanced vocal technique and studies, dif6cult songs.





Special emphasis is laid at all times on such essential sub-
jects as correct position of the body and the manner of holding
tho violin. Great care is taken in the development of the bow
arm, in order to attain the freedom and ease in its use which
modcrn violin composition requires. Quality of work is of great-
er consideration than quantity. Throughout the course carefut
attention is given to the development of a broad pure tone' care.
ful intonation, and a mental understanding of what is being studied.
Great emphasis is placed on habits and methods of practice.
While the studies given are always suited to the need ol
the individual pupil, the following outline is suggestive of the
rvork done,
First Year
Schradieck's Technics, Part I, Kayser op. 20, Books I, II,
III. Major scales in two octaves. Solos with piano accompani-
ment by Dancla, Sitt, Bohm, etc.
Second Year
Schradieck's Technics, Kreutzer and Dont etudes, Sevcik
trill and bowing studies. Major scales through two octaves, in-
clurling the firsi five positions. Simple major arpeggios. Solos
with piano accompaniment by Ries, Rafi, Godard, Thome, etc'
Third Year
Etudes by Kreutzer, Sevcik bowings, Schradieck's scale and
double stop itudi"t. Three octave arpeggios through. all--keys.
Solos and concertos by Viotti, de Beriot, Ilauser, Handel, Wien-
iawski, etc.
Fourth Year
Etudes and studies by Rode, Fiorillo, Sauret, etc. S-onatas
by Handef, Bach, Grieg. Solos and concertos by Wieniawski,
Mendelssohn, Bruch, SPohr, etc.
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Modern Language or English 211,212 . .. . ..





Minor Study (or elective)
Recital in Major
Music 401, 402 ...
History lll, ll2 or Modern Language .. ..
Recitals
Total .
Vocal students are required to sing in the college Chorus
during entire course.
Violin students are required to play in the college Or-
chestra during entire course.
*Required in piano, organ and voice majors. Violin majors
















OUTLINE FOR TEACHER'S CERTIFICATE IN MUSIC
This work is required for Indiana Certification. Students
from other states will follow outline with slight variations.
A. Theoretical and Applied . . 12 semester hours
*Piano and Voice .... ..4 semester hours
Music 121, 122 ,.. .. .. 4 semester hours
Music 111, LLZ ... .. .. 4 semester hours
B. Methods . .. .. . 12 semester hours
Music 131, 132 ... . . . 4 semester hours
Music 331*332 ..... .. 4 semester hours
Music 401, 402 ... '... 4 semester hours
C, Professionalmethods .'.'.2 semesterhours
Music 342 . ' .. 2 semester hours
*l lesson each week and I hour daily practice give 1 semester
hour of credit.
Strrdents taking music as a license subject are strongly urgcd
to elect additional serrester hours in theoretical and applied
music. This to be done after conference with Director of Music
School.
ouTLrNE Fo.R MusrcsYHSf"B BACHELoR oF
A minimum of 30 semester hours is required, but if this course
witl permit, the student may take additional hours on the major.
A. f,squired Courses:
, 18 semester hours
tt2 .,. 4 semester hours
122 .. . 4 semester hours




II. Apptied (Plano, Orgpn, Voice or Viotin) I lesson each
week and I hour of daily practice for four years.
6 to 8 semester hours
(l lesson and t hour of daily practice give I semester
hour credit.)
3. Electives:
A minimum of four semester hours setected from this group.
Music 301 . 2 semester hours
Music 302 2 semester hours
Music 311-312 ,...2 semester hours
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Courses of Instruction
C,eurses 11.1, ll2; LZl, lZ2;201,202;222; 301 and,302 are ac-gepted for credit in the College of 'Artj and'Sciences, ;pl; th;limit of hourage
*IOO_NORMAL TRAINING IN PIANO
Preparation for teaching piano.
First semester. -Two houri credit.'
1OI, l02_ELEMENTARY MUSIC TRAINING
^. .A. course. especially designed for ministeiiat students andchristian workers, and for those whose early musical educationmay have been neglected. This course cove-rs work in elemen-
llry. ear.training, sight singing, notation and terminology..Frrst and second semesters. _Two hours_no credit.
lll, II2-HISTORY AND APPRECIATION OF MUSIC 2 hours
. . . Tlri.. course. rnay be described as music appreciation with ihistorrc basis; the aim of the course not being to give a seriesof facts in i\{usic History, but to enable the ;tude;t to under_
s.tpnd -and enjoy the work oi all periods of musical aeveiopment.Abundant illustrations are given- of every school and pfr'are oi
musical develoiment, by thJteacher and with aid of the'viitioli.
I{equired for graduation in Music and for a Teacher's Certificatein Pubhc School Music.
First and second semesters. -Two hours credit each.l2l, -122-FI&ST YEAR HARMONY 2 hoursMusic notation, keys, scales, intervals, chord conrrcction,part -writing, chords of the seventh, modulation, original work.Required for graduation in Music.
First and second semesters. -'Iwo hours Credit each-
131, _132*EAR TRAINING AND SIGHT SINGING S hours
Required for graduation in Music.
First and 'second semesters. -Two hours credit each.20I-ADVANCED HARMONY 2 hours
- Transposition, chromatically attered chords, enharnl'onicchanges, . suspension, retardation, snticipation, embellishmeni,pedal-p-oint, originat composition in all -musical forms. Relquired for graduation in Music.
First semester. -Two hours credit.
202-HARMONIC ANALYSIS ? hours
. The analysis of illustrativ€ passages of harmony from- aff
schools of composition. Required for graduation in frturl".- --
Second semester.-Two hours credit.
m_I.oRM 2 hours
Elements of music form from the motive ana p.ima"| Ilr-through the development. of _the. composite i"r-r, *itfr-""n"jv.i,of important _types, both c-lassic and modern. ' n.qri."J-'f*graduation in Music.
Second semester. -Two hours credit.*Significance of numbers, see page 36.
2 hours
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?3I_SCHOOL MUSIC METHODS FOR GRADE
TEACHERS Z hours
Materials and methods for primary and interm.ediate grades.
Teaching of songs. Music appreciation. A minimum of six ob-
servations required. This course is designed for those teachers
who desire a tlvo-year certificate for teaching in the intermediate
grades.
First semester. -Two hours credit.
3OI_SIMPLE COUNTERPOINT
Two, three and four-part writing in the
quired for graduation in Music.
First semester. -Two hours credit.
3o2-COUNTERPOINT
Advanced studies in four-part double
eight-part writing.
Second semester. -Two hours credit.
311, 3lz-KEYBOARD HARMONY
Practical application at piano of work






done in Music 121,
with a piano, organ
2 hours
or volce major.
First and second semesters. -Two hodrs credit each.
321, 3ZZ_ENSEIVIBLE PLAYING
This course is divided into two parts. Three hours are given
to playing in string ensembles, such as violin trios and quartets,
string quartets, etc. The three remaining hours are given to
playing principal sonatas lor violin and piano, or in rehearsing
with various orchestral combinations. Required for graduation
in Music with violin major.
First and second semesters. -Two hours credit each.
331-332-SCHOOL MUSIC MtrTHODS 2 hours
Materials and methods for primary and intermediate grades.
Presentation of the rote song, treatment of monotones, problems
of rhythm and of notation; development of music reading. Care
of the child voice and of the changing voice; music appreciation.
First and second semesters. -Two hours credit each.omitted in 1937-38.
342-PROFESSIONAL METHODS 2 hours
Testing and classification of voices, disciplinary problems'
school assemblies, contest judging, tests, and measurements.
Professional relationship.
Second semester. -Two hours credit.
351-352-MUSIC IN THE HISTORY OF THE CHURCH 2 hoars
This course is offered to students who are preparing for ac-
tive Christian work. It comprises the study of hymns and tunes
of the various epochs in the history of the Christian Church.
Opportunity is given for the discussion of the problems to be
met in the music of the present day church. Required of students
majoring in Organ.
First and second semesters. -Two hours credit each.
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Technic of the baton, vocal and instrumental score reading,
methods and materials for choir, chorus and orchestra. Required
for graduation in Music and for a major in Public School Music





- Study of orchestral instruments with a view to practical andeffective writing. Arranging of compositions for strings and for
full orchestra. Required for graduation in Bachelor of Music
courses and for a major in Public School Music.
Second semester. -Two hours credit.
TRAINING COURSE FOR EVANGELISTIC SINGERS
_ Taylor University offers to those who are preparing for
leadership in Evangelistic Singing a practical triining course
y_hic.h 
- 
inclurls.l Sight Singing and Ear Training, Harmony,
Music in the lfistory- of the Church, Conducting, Bible, Voice. 
-
The course carries two years of work. All students who




The college Orchestra affords an opportunity for those in
the school who play orchestral instrumenti to obtain experience in
ensemble playing. This organization gives a concert in the fall of
each year and is one of the features of the Commencement season.
Those wishing to apply for entrance into the Orchestra should
make their desire known to the leader during the first week of
the first semester.
Quartets
A unique feature of Taylor University is the interest which
is shown in quartet singing by both men and women. Quartets
are supervised by the Voice teacher so that excellent training in
the smaller forms of ensemble singing is to be had in this way.
Choral Society
The Choral Society is an organization of nearly one hundred
college_students who are selected by voice tryoutJ at the begin-
qing of the school year. Rehearsals are heid weekly. Seviral
Oratorios and choral programs are given each year under the
direction of the Voice teacher.
Student Recrtals
One of the most important incidental advantages of the
School of Music is the weekly student recital. Through these
informal programs, students are enabled to become familiar with
a larger number of musical compositions which they would not
have time to study individually. The recitals also serve to develop
in the students self-control and ease in public performance, At-
tendance is required of ali students taking any form of music
work.
It is a distinct understanding that any student who registers
for any kind of music work, will take part in recitals when asked
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to do so by the teacher. All Music students who are working
for degrees must play in recitals once in the freshman year, and
once each semester in the three following years.
REGULATIONS
Students are expected to consult the Director before arrang-
ing to take part in any public program.
The rental of pianos and assignment of practice periods are
exclusively in the hands of the Director of the Department. All
students in piano or private work in voice, except those who have
pianos in their own homes, are expected to take at least one
practice period a day at the Music Hall. Students may not use
thr pianos beyond the specified time for which payment is made
(except by special permission) and no use of the pianos is al-
lowed on Sunday.
Students who expect credit in any field of appiied music
must have all lessons which are required for graduation from the








Two thirty minute lessons each week .$ 52.00
One thirty minute lesson Gach week . 30.00
Children's Department
With Miss Miller
Two thirty m.inute lessons each week .$ 30.00
One thirty minute lesson each week . 15.00
ORGAN
With Miss Bothwell
Two thirty minute lessons each week .$ 52.t)0
One thirty minute lesson each week . 30.00
'nr;tt lt, Kreiner 
VOICE
Two thirty minute lessons each vreek .,.....$ 37.00
One thirty minute lesson each week . n,.00




Two thirty minute lessons each week ,. . . ...$ 37.00
One thirty minute lesson each week . 22.A0
Other Rates
Class work per semester hour . . . . .. . .. .$ 7.50
Piano Rental one hour per day per semester 4.50
Organ Rental-two hours or less, at the rate of 35c per hour and
three or more hours at the rate of 25c per hour. The small
Organ rate is 15c per hour for two hours or less and lOc per






ROBERT LEE STUART, D.D., President
Lecturer on Practical Theology
lAspER ABRAHANI HUFFMAN, A"8., 8.D., D.D., Dern
Professor of Biblical Literature and Exegesis
JAMES CHARBONNIER, A.M., B.D.
Professor of Bible and Theology
BURT W. AYRES, A'.M,, Ph.D.
Prolessor of Psychology of Religion and Philosophy
GEORGE T. OBORN, A.M., S.T.B., Ph.D.
Professor of Church History
J. ARTHUR HOWARD, A.8., A"M.
Professor of Sociology
ETHEL LENORE FOUST, A.M., M.R.E.
Assistant Professor of Religious Education
D" EARL IMLER, A.8., B,D.
Professor of Theology and Apologetics
WILBUR COOKMAN DENNIS, A.8., A.M.
Assistant Professor of Speech
OTHBR INSTRUCTORS
Besides the above theological faculty, there are others of the
Faculty of Taylor University who give courses which will be
taken by students pursuing the Theological College Course.
S\MALLOW-ROBIN DORNTITORY FOR ]\{EN
HOME OF SCHOOL OF RELIGION
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Some Interesting Facts
Advantages
Taylor University School of Religion provides excellentc€urses, but, still moie, has tt. g""a-i.iti". to be able to offerthese advantages in a v&y *hoi"s"om. n"a "li.".ti;. .;;ir;;;;;lIl:- -:if: retationship .b-etween tr,. s.-[..]'.i Fi,i;giilii-iiia' tr,'JjJnrv-e-rsrty makes possible -the training of the tutire miristerJ
11 ,Jtf :.q: atmosphere with_ the coming lay leaders. This ii
i1. r"","1 srruatton, onenting both groups into their future re_rauonsnlps.
^.._rTh^.n, 
too, the practic^al work in which students may engage,such as campus service, _Gospel Team work, :ait, i"fii_iry, -sf,?iand other meetings, provides a laboratory-i"i i".rorr"t .*p6ii"n"t
Non-Sectarian
T"ylg,l__U"i"ersity, in_cludi.ng. all its departments, operating
g_r lhg w. illiam Tavror. I"ounda'iion, i" 
- In*tili.no-i"iti.i,"rl---lils an rnstrtutron devoted to .the advancement of the Kingdom oi
9:"d^-:,-^..rfl the groups wtlict t"of. to-il-il'it. -iri.lr-ir- tne
i:"9p, or r(elrgron is open to students of all Christian Cirurches.As she shalt be entrusted with the tr.aining of young _.n-i"dwomen as workers in varjous denominationr, ii -i, ;;i;;i;h.er pu.rpose_to attempt, under God, .o io-Jir..t and train them,that they shalt be able ro return i"y;i ;- ,il.t. ;;;"il;;lbetter in. body, mind and soul than wllen- th-.v 
""*... . Realizing the importanc-e of -the pr"p., Jofuiio" of problemswhich arise in the minds of students'in'the-f,roce.. 
"f 
'tr"i"irg,
the.Dean will be glad to discuss, l.tt, *iii.gio'ops and i"airlJr-ir?]their respective problems.
Non-Provincial
Judging from the registrations to the present and the in-ereasing demand for theological w-ork, the aitendanc"-":lfi-r"p."_sent an incr.easingly wid.e area. Many of the states 
"na 
p..i,."p,several foreign lands will be represen-ted bt th" sturleni 6;;y ;ithe School of Religion, annually.
No Isms Fostered




Ji"..'rir.iition, and emphasis of, the ao.ii;ne "i-gi".".' 
goi llr;;;;;-;isms to be fostered. Extremes_are ai.."ii.gia, b"; 
";;ll ;;;"d-ed out Christian experience and training -.-iolAi^i;;;'r;";;;
Transcripts and Rresidence Requirernents.
. It is uru.ch preferred, and_ advantageous, that all subjects tead_ing to any degree be puisued jn laylEr-Urii""iritv S.r,6;i-;i R"_ligion. . Rec-ogniz.ing ihe work .f ;th.r-il;;i.d;."i-S"L"_""i..'"transcript of graduate work done in such i"itiiuti"nr'";;;;;"h:
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standards of Taylor University School of Religion will be accept-
ed, up to two years, toward the Bachelor of Divinity degree,
provided they harmonize with Taylor requirements.
Candidates for the Th, B. degree, except in pre-arranged in-
stances, srhoul4 be in residence two years, and students who plan
to bring transcripts applicable to the degree shor:ld consult Taylor
University School of Religion relative to pre-requisites.
The minimum residence requirement for any degree in Taylor
University School of Religion is one year,
A11 work is done in classes. We do not offer any correspond-
ence courses.
Courses and Credentials
Taylor University School of Religion is carefully conducted
according to standards set by ihe American Association of Theo-
logical Schools, of which it is a member, making her credits of
eqnal value with other recognized Seminaries and Divinity
Schools.
Bachelor of Divinity Course. Frona the very beginning of
Taylor University School of Religion, the ideal set for the train-
ing of Christian workers is that they secure a college education,
including in it such subjects, required and elective, as will enrich
them in their own religious experiences, and develop them in the
direction of the thorougih course of theo ogical instruction, such
as is provided in the Bachelor of Divinity curriculum. The course
is the regular three year standard requirement, leading to the
Bachelor of Divinity (8. D.) degree. The pre-requisite to the
course is college graduation.
Ninety semester hours of work are required for the Bachelor
of Divinity degree, as follows: Old Testament, twelve hours; New
Testament, eighteen hours (twelve of which are to be in the
Greek); Systematic and Biblical Theology, nine hours; Practical
Theology, nine hours; Comparative Religion and Missions, nine
hours; Church History, six hours; Religious Education, six hours;
Bibtical Archaeology, six hours. The rest may be elected from
th.e curriculum.
An acceptable thesis written upon an approved subject. con-
taining not tess than ten 1fi61sand words, is also required. Threc
hours of credit are allowed for the thesis.
Master of Arts (in TheoloeCf). The degree of Master of
Arts (in Theology) will be conferred upon such who have re-
ceived the Th. B. degree, or have completed the work of theA. B.
degree with a major of twenty-four semester hours in Biblical
Literature and Religious Edrrcation, and who complete one year
of carefirlly prescribed theological work on the graduate level.
An acceptabte thesis on an approved subject, of not tess than
ten thousand words, is required, for which three hours of credit
are given.
Persons holding the Bachelor of Theotogy and the Master of
Arts (in Theotosy) degree, u'ho desire to pursue work toward
the Bachelor of Divinity degree, will be expected to pursue such
courses as the Committee on Credits may prescribe. in compensa-
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llon -f9t, 
the college subjects not required for the Th. B. degree.rn most cases this will require one year of prescribed 
"oli"*"work and one.more year of graduate ttrlotogicat-wJr-t 
-;-.;;;i;
the work of the Bachelor of-Divinity d.g..i. p"..o". ir;idiii il;A. B. and Master of Arts (in :the;log;) -degrees *ry .o*!l.tethe work for the Bacheloi of Divin]iy J.Er.. lv iomroletinetwo .more years of prescribed graduate theologieal ;.rk, ;ith B:D. thesis.
"^"f1":lg+cal 
College Course. A four year course with High)cnool graduatlon, or equivalent, same as entfance to the c;l-
1..Cg,ot LrDeral Arts, as the pre_requisite, Ieading to the Bachelor
:)-l,,ln:o1"ry SeCr,:e. In the lreshman and sophomore years car.e_rulry selec.ted college subjects are pursued, providine the vervDesr loundatron tor theological work in the junior and senioi
I-."ji: Th., theological subjects for these uppei V."r. "r. 
p".tiyrn the graduate curriculum, requiring an exceptionallv hish tvoeof work. In such instances, ,howeve"r, *h;;; t-h:'E:';t;dilt"'r;cjte.with the B. D. _group, certain'requiiements are made ofthe latter, not exacted of the former.
Although there has. been included the very best in the Th,. B.
cou.rse which .is possible. in.the cornbining oi collcge una-iii.o_rogrcal work in a combination course, it should bE understooclthat.the completion of the,Th. B. course *iii 
"ot -eet tte pre_re.quisites for entrance to tle University for gradl"d;;e;,;;will it f.ully prepare the student to entei the B-achetor of Di;ini;;coulse.in the theological.field, eir,her, in. Taytor U;i;;rrity S;;Jlgl l:llqiqr,.or in any other standard divinity schoot .. .".,iii"ii.ln most rnstanc_es, two years of college work, prescribed bv theLommrttee.on.Cr.edits, and an additional year of graduate ihge-
ro_grcal work wtll be required to complete the Bachelor of Divinity
degree,
_Special Students. persons, desiring to do work as specialstudents may enter such courses_as they"may etect, ly G;Gi;;frorn the Dean. Certificates will be issuel i"i *6rti t'"t 
"rr.
EXPENSES
. Tuition and Fees-Since those who prepare for the Christianminist_ry and missions are entering 
" .J..iii"i"f iiffi"g, ;;-;;;I paid profession, the cost has bEen ,"i ii-trr. r"*"ii poiribiifigure.
Bachetor of Divinity Course, per semester .$37.50Bach.elor of-Th"o&gy Cou'.l, p..-i;;;;i;.' : :............$iS.oo
..^ (${f of the Bachelor of Tteology tuition may be couerlJlv
"Good Will' scholarships available t; *;rtht. irtf'tir'" ,tri.r-trj
.For each semester hour less than twelve or more than fifteenthe cost vdll be 93.00.
Auditors.may be.admitted to corrrses by permission of the
y-:11, oy payrng a registration fee of 92.50, and 91.50 per semesternour.
, - _4 UOto*a fee.of $.13.50 will be charged each graduate, whichtee also provides the Cap and Gown.
- The,incidental fee of $10.00 is charged each studentenrolled atthe beginning of each semester. fhis-inciJental f;e ;;;-th;
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use of the library, athletic field, tennis courts, and gymnasium;
admission to games and debates; subscription to the Gem and
E,cho; post office box rent; nurses' fee; physician's services;
lyceum numbers; and first transcripts.
OPPORTUNITIES FOR SELF-HELP
Besides the Good Will Scholarships, available to full time
Th. B. students, all other opportunities for self-help provided by
Taylor University are open to students in the School of Religion.
The following are included in the list:
l. Service Scholarships, ranging from $25 to $100 per year
for work on campus and in buildings,
2. Saturday employment in the stores of nearby Marion and
Hartford City, a regular system of auto service being arranged.
3. To ministers rvith sufficient experience a number of stu-
dent pastorates are open. Such pastorates can only be secured
after students are settled and personal contacts are made betlveen
rninister and people.
Note: Application for Good Will Scholarship should be made
to the Dean, Dr. J. A. Huffman. All applications for Service
Scholarships or employment should be addressed to the University
office. Blanks are provided for the purpose.
SPECIAL PROVISIONS FOR THEOLOGICAL STUDENTS
A nurarber of small suites of rooms, suitable for light liouse-
keeping, both furnished and unfurnished, are available to married
students. Some of these are in the newly-remodeled Sammy
Morris building, and others elsewhere.
The University office keeps a list of these for those who
make inquiry. It is always advantageous to visit the campus, and
select quarters in advance of the opening of school.
Board and Rooms-A complete detail of the cost of board and
room may be found on pages 20 to 21. Rooms are also provided
in Samuel Morris Hall for men who are registered in Taylor
University School of Religion at $36.00 per semester of eighteen
weeks for a single room or $27.00 for double room. Reservations
rnay be secured by making a deposit of $5.00. This deposit
automatically becomes a room deposit, and is refunded when the
room is vacated and the room key is returned, less any charges
for damage to the room and furniture. Deposits for reservation
will not be refunded after September 1.
DEPARTMENTS O'F Sfl'DY
Departments of Study
L EEBREW AND OLD TESTAMENT LITER,ATIIR,E
HISTORY





511_HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION 2First semester. -Two hours credilomitted in 1937-38.
512_OLD TESTAMENT CANON 2







EENTATEUCH 3 hoursFirst semester. *Three hours credit.
omitted in 1937-38.
602_-OLD TESTAM ENT LITERATURE.
POETIC BOOKS J hours
Second Semester. -Three hours credilomitted in 1937-38.
PROPHECY
6I1-OLD TESTAMENT pROpHECy. THE MAJOR
PBOPHETS; ISAIAH, JEREMIAH AND -EZEKIEL. - I hoursFirst semester, -Two hours credit.
612_OLD TESTAMENT PROPHECY. THE MINOR
PROPHETS AND DANIEL. Z hours
Second semester. -Two hours credit
OLD TESTAMENT HEBRE\/\I
621.622-HEBREW OLD TESTAMENT.
_ (BEGINNER'S, GENESIS) J hoursFirst and Second Semester. 
-Tirree hours credit each.
70I_HEBREW OLD TESTAMENT.(HISTORY AND PSALMS) I hoursFirst semester. -Two hours credii.omitted in 1937-38.
7o2_HEBREW OLD TESTAMENT.
(HISTORY AND FROPHECY) 2 hours
Second semestcr. 
-Two hours creditOmitted in 1937-38.
TAYLOR IJNIVERSITY
II. NEW I'ESTAMENT LITEBAT{JRE
INTRODUCTION
s0I_ANTECEDE.NTS AND ENVIRONMENT O'F-- ea"nrv .HRISTIANITY 3 hours
First semester. -Three hours credit.
502-NEW TESTAMENT INTRODUCTION 3 hOUTS
Second Semester. -Three hours 
credit.
ENGLISH NEW TESTAMENT
Sll-PAULINE EPISTLES 3 houts
First semester. -Three hours credit.omitted in 1937-38.
512-HEBREWS, GENERAL EPISTITES,
RE'ELATI.N 3 hours






WRITINGS (GRE9.K) 3 hours
Firit and lecond semesters. -Three hours credit 
each.
60I,6O2_:F.ARMONY OF GOSPELS, GENERAL EFISTLES---'icnesK) J hours
First and second semesters. -Three 
hours credit each.
omitted in 1937-38.
7il,7A?_PAULINE EPISTLES (GREEK) J hours
First and second semesters. -Three 
hours credit each'
III. TIIEOLOGY AND APOLOGETICS
501-502-CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY (SYSTEMATIC-"- aNn-nieiICAL) 3 hours
First and second semesters. *Three hours credit each.
sII-sI2-HERMIENEUTICS I hours
First and second semesters. -Two hours credit 
each.
Omitted in 1937-38.
szI_PLENARY INSPIRATION_THE OLD AND'-- N-Ew-irs:reunur cANoN 2 hours
First semestel. -fq16 
hours credit.
572--:THE THtrOLOGY OF CRISIS AND PRES]ENT--- fnnNns IN RELIGIOUS BELIEF 2 hours
Second semester' -Two 
hours credit.
601-602-BIBLICAL ARCHAEOLOGY J houts
Fiist and second semesters. -Three 
hours credit each'
Omitted in 1937-38.



























50I-HISTORY oF THq CHRTSTIAN CHURCHTO THE REFORMATION -_--....'
First semester. 
-Three hours credit.Omitted in l937-3g.
502_THE PROTESTANT REFORMATION
Second Semester. 
-Three hours credit.'omitted in 1937-38.
6OI_MODERN CHRISTIANITY
First semesier. *Three hours credit.
602*HISTORY O.F CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE'Second .semester. *Three hours credit.
V. PRACTTCAL THEOLOGY
501-502_HOMILETICS
First and second semesters. 








firsj semester. -Two hours creditomitted in 1937-38.
7o2_MINISTERIAL PSYCHOLOGY .




I0I'I0Z*FUNDAMENTALS OF SFEECH Z houtsFirst and second semesters. _iwo-h-oirl-Jriait eacl.
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VI. COMPARATIVE EELIGION AND MISSIONS
501_THE ORIGIN OF_RELIGION 2 houfs
First semester. -Two hours credil
502-THE HISTORY OF' RELIGIONS I hours
Second semester. -Two hours credit.
6OI_HISTORY OF CHRISTIAN MISSIONS 3 houfs
First semester. -Three hours credit.Omitted in 1937-38.
602_MISSION PRINCIPLES AND METHODS 3 houts
Second Semester. *Three hours credit.
Omitted in 1937-38,
VN. BELIGIOUS EDUCATION
SOCIOLOGY l0l-l0z-Introduction to Society ? haurs
First and second s€mesters. -Two hours credit each.Prerequisite to courses 4Ll and 412.
PSYCHOLOGY 201-202-ElementaryPsychology 2hours
First and second semesters. -Two hours credit each.Prerequisite to all other courses in Psychology
RELiGiOUS EDUCATION 31l-Principles and Meth-
ods of Religious Education 2 hours
First semester. -Two hours credit.omitted in 1937-38.
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 432-Organization and
Administration of Religious Education 2 hours
Second semester. -Two hours credit.omitted in 1937-38.
PSYCHOLOGY 331-Child Psychology 2 hours
First semester. -Two hours credit.
'PSYCHOLOGY 332-Adolescent Psychotrogy 2 houts
Second semester. -Two hours credit.'PHILOSOPHY 4Ol-Psychology of Religion J lwurs
First semester. -Three hours credit.Prerequisite, Psychology 20LZA2.
PHILOSOPHY 402-Philosophy of Religion 3 hours
Second Semester. -Three 
hours credit.
Prerequisite, Philosophy 401.
SOCIOLOGY 411-The Family 3 hours
F.irst semester. -Three 
hours credit
omitted in 1937-38.
SOCIOLOGY 412-Child Welfare 3 hours
Second semester. -Three 
hours credit.
'omitted in 1937-38.
Note: For full description of all theological courses as listed
above, see Taylor University School of Religion Catalog.
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NOTES ON THEOLOGICAL COLLEGE COURSE
. The Theological College course is a combination of the reg-
ular course in theolgCy and college subjects, so unified as to pro-
vide the best possible equipment for Christian work in the min-
istry or other fields within the period of four years.
._^ General and Applied Sociology Courses l0l-102, and 4ll and
412 may be substituted for General and Applied psychology.
Description of all theological subjects will be found in the
School of 
- 
Religion Catalogue. Description of purely college
subjects will be found in the University Catalogue. Whete no
number is given, there is a choice betwien two or more courses
in the particular department.
Physical_Education _is require.d in the Freshman and Sophemore years, but no academic credit is given.
The requirements made of graduate theological students are
above those rnade of theological college students taking theologi-
cal courses, in classes where both meet together.
Students who cannot pursue the music work required in the
course, because of lack.of pre-requisites, or who are nbt interested
in music, will consult with the Dean, who will substitute other
work for the music requirement.
, The Greek prescribed for the freshman year wlll be beginner's
Greek, except in the event th,e student has had beginner'J Greek,
in which case he will be assigned to the class in New Testameni
exegesis.





Beginner's Greek 101-102 .. . .
College History
New Testament l1l, 1L2...
Fundamentals of Speech 101-102 .,..
Physical Education
Sophomore Year
Literature 2ll. 212 ....
Greek New Testament 32L-322
Science
General Psychology 20L-2Az















Homiletics Prac. Theo, 501-502 ..'.'. 3 hours
Theology 501-502 3 hours
Church 
-History 
501-502.. '.... ';..... 3 hours
Old Testament or






Ifermeneutics Theo. 511-512 2 hours
Old Testament.... 3hours
Oriein of Retision and
Hisiory of Religion, Comp. Rel. 501' 502 2 hours
History and Methods of
Mission, Comp. Rel. 601, &2 ..'... 3 hours
Biblical Archaeology Theo. 601-602 . . 3 hours
Applied Psychology- 301, 302 3 hours
t6
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Bequests and Mernorials
"The American college represents our \Mestminster Abbey
for treasuring the money and the memory of man. The man
who gives an adequate gift to a well-equipped American college
is more sure of an earthly immortality than any other private
citizen. He has given his name into the keeping of an institution
which is sure to treasure his memory so long as clear thinking,
right feeling, and high character are the best parts of humanity."
President Thwing.
Taylor University is doing such an effective piece oI Chris-
tian Education that it is appealing to many friends as a place
where enduring investments can be made. On account of the
high scholastic work done at Taylor University, coupled with a
blessed, sane, spiritual life many friends have been putting their
funds into Taylor University. What more enduring memorial
could you have than by helping to continue the work of a college
that has Christian laymen, missionaries and preachers circling the
globe today? A memoriai scholarship or certain memorial build-
ings that are needed can be built as an enduring memorial to
some dear friend or relative.
For those persons who may have any such memorials in
mind, these suggested forms are given:
Legal Forms of Bequest
Absolute Bequest: I give (devise) and bequeath to Taylor
University of The William Taylor Foundation of Grant County,
Upland, Indiana, and its successors forever the sum of ........
dollars (or otherwise describe the gift) for its general corporate
purposes (or name a particutar corporate purpose).
Testamentary T?ust-Bank or Trust Company, Trustee: In
pursuance of the resolution and declaration of trust known as
The Uniform Trust for Public Uses adopted by the
(Here insert the name of the bank or trust company to act as
trustees) on the ,...,. day of .'....19.... (The correct date
must be inserted) and upon the terms and conditions therein ex-
pressed I give (devise) and bequeath to said William 1'aylor
Foundation of Grant County, Upland, Indiana, and its successors
forever the sum of ........dollars (or otherwise describe the
gift) to be held and administered as a charitabte trust (If desired
idd' i" memory of . . .. to endow a chair, or to build a
new tibrary, or to build some other building by whose
name the fund shall be known) to collect and pay over or apply
the income arising therefrom to the use of Taylor University of
The William Taylor Foundation of Grant County, Upland, Indi-






Anderson, Parlc ,, ... Iora Stockman, Elmer . . Kansas
Persus, ldilton ......... Mimesota Tinkle, Lula ...,. , Indiam
Aldridge, Oren ,....... Ncw York
Baka, Esther ,... Indiana
Ballard, Roy New York
Bloss, Hazel ..... Michigan
Brenaman. Mary ....... ....*. Ohio
Catlin, Aileen Ne* York
Clapsaddle, Gerald ......,.... Ohio
DeWeerd, James .. Indiana
DeWolfe, Crosby ...... New fersey
Fields, Charles .... Indiana
Fields, Mabel . .. Indiaua
Ilaincs, Peny Pennsylvania
Hall, Grace Pennsylvania
Ifamann, Cecil ......,.,. New York
Hamm, Clarence .......... Indiana
Ilawkins, Crystal .......... fndiana
Holder, Nornan ...... Pennsylvania
Hunter, Alfred ,... Indiana
Jerome, Norman ....,,. New York
Keith, Karl . .. ... . fndiana
Kinbel, Joseph ... ... Ohio




I{umma, Donald . ... '. Ohio
Myers, Clair . .. .. ' '. OhioMyers, Mary ....... Ohio
Pask. Ailene .. . . New York
Patton. Luther New York
Randall, Walter . .. . '. Pennsylvania
Reppert. Carl ... . . Indiana
Scei. Wallace .. . . ... North Dakota
Scobec, John .. ' . New York
Sharp, Thelma .... Indiana
Smith, Dorothy New York
Smith, Hazel . .. .. Indiana
Sobel, Ruth . ,.. .. Indiana
Stuart, Paul
Sutch, Muriel .... ' Ohio
Sutton, Glenber .. fndiam
Trefz,-Margaret ..... Ohio
Uphold, William ... Illinois
Weaven Dorothy ... Ohio
Wheeler, Rebeca ......... fndiana
WolgemutL, Samuel ,. Pennsylvania
Alspaugh, James . .. Indiana
Anderoon, Ruth ........ . ... . Iowa
Arms. Opal ........ forva
Armsitong, Edward .. .. . New York
Barnes, Donald . fndlana
Raxter, Tsabd ..... Indiana
Rercwall. Evan ,,....., New York
Blake, Ncllie ..... Indiana
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Bower, Lloyd . . .. .. fndiana
Briggs, Arlaud,...... Pennsylvania
Butz, Alice South Dakota
Clarkg Ethel ..... Indiana
Cokq Ruth .. New York
Cox, Sebra ..... .. Indiana
Crandall, Dorotha Indiana
Dillon, Ralph ...... Indiana
Doyle, Thomas ... Michigan
Duckwall, Anne., .Jndiana
Gage, Davis ... New York
Grier, Dorothy ..... Kansas
Ilaley, Richard .. Indiana
Hewitt, Gmrge New York
Holcombe, Alice ... .. Ohio
Ifolloway, Francis ........ Indiana
Hoogenakker, Haniet . South Dakota
Horsfall, Stanley .. ...... Michigan
Houk, Lcroy ... Indiana
Hubnr, Marcella Indiana
Hunt, Robert South Dakota
fmler, Ruth . . .. Indiana
Jackson, Robert .., . . Ohio
JonBs, John Paul .,........ Indiana
Jones, Stanley New York
Liveey, MffiiU .. ... ..... Indiua
T-ucas. Marshall New Yor'k
iu"^", lrl".y . .. . New York
ll"c.iti"", wilma """"' rndiana
ilk.i, rjoris ..... rndiana
filif."; j"ttn '..... MichiganMiir"i.'Harola, ." lndiana
iii"""*".d".- Robcrta,..... Indiana
iiee. Ella Mae ... fndiana
Pet-"6"s. Cvril .. Minnesota
Perions, E;lith .. Minnesota
Fo*itt,'Jot" ....... Indiaru
niag*iy, Alton .. Indiana
Riliv. 6qald . . .. .. Kansas
Scheel, Geraldine ....'... Michigan
Shaffei. Mary '. . .. Indiana
Si"a..'G.ogi.v ...... Pennsvlvania
Si""iit. Matsitet ..... Pennsvlvania
Smethurst, Gilbert ... Massachusetts
Smith, L6gau ' . ... fndiana
sobel.' Paul ' ' '... rndimV". L*t, Orin . ' '.... . Michigan




Robert . , .... , . ... Indiana
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Schultz, Jessie .... Indiana
Shields, Wilma ... ... Ohio
!fu_pe, Lgvina ... Michigan
Skelton, Franklin ....,.. New yirk
Skinner, Lavern .. Indiaua
Slemon, Solomon ....,.... Indiana
Small, Ilileen .. ,. Indiana
Smith, Evelyn ... . Indiana
Snyder, Nora .. Mimesota
Southern, Jean .. ... Ohio
Spear, Sheman New York
Stephens, Margaret .... Penroylvania
Bragan, Munay .. Alabama
Ryrt, Charles .... . Indiana
Charbonnier, Edith .,,. . ... Indiana
Cox, Lena ...,.... Indiana
Millq, Edna ...... Kansas
Snydc, Virgil ..... Altrerta, Canada
Stanley, Lols ....,. fndiana
UNCLASSIF'IED
MUSIC
Illoss, Ilazel ... . . Michigan
Bradley, Jean .. . Michigan
BriSgs, Arland,....,. Pennsyivania
I3royles, Phil . .... Indiaua
Burroughs, Robert ...,..... Indiane
tsyrt, Nrcmi ...,. Indiana
Ilyrt, Nelma ...... Indiana
Charbonnier, Edith .,.. ... Indiana
Cmke, Ruth New York
Cummiags, Ralph ......, . Nebraska
Deaen, Martha ... Indiana
DeWolfe, Crosby ...... New Jersey
Dodge, Frederick ..,... Connecticut
Duckwall, Leta ........... fndiana
Duckwall, Milan ......,. ... Indiana
Dunen, Dorothy .. Tndiana
Fxstburg, Gerald ., . ...,. ". Indiana
Fenstermacher, Dorothy,.. Indiana
Fenstermacher, Robert ..... Indiana
Foncannon, John ...,. ,... . Kansas
Foulkg Kenneth ... Indiua
Gage, Davls ..,. New York
Gerbc, Virgil .,... fndiana
Grier, f)orothy ,.. " KansasGrile, Byrdie ...... Indiana
Grile, Gerald ,..,, Indiana
Grile, Glendora ... Indiana
Hambidge, Wilma .. ... . . .. Indiana
IIartman, Alfred .. .. . South Dakota
Fleu'itt, George New York
Flolmmbe, Alice .. .. Ohio
Hoogenakker, Harriet..South Dakota
Houk, Catherine ... Intliana
Ilubner, Marcella .. ... .... Indiana
IIunter, Irene ...... fndiana
fmler, I{artha ... Indiana
Imler, William ..... Indiana
Jackson, Robert .. ... Ohio
Jones, John Paul ..,., . .. . Indiana
Kashnr, Gordon ....,. Pennsylvania
Kimbel, Joseptr . .... . Ohio
Knight, Naomi .... Indiana
Lanman, Harold . Maryland
Lautmschlager, Robut ....... Ohio
Lewis, Ruth .. .. .,. ,, Ohio
Macy, Kathleu ... Indiam
tr{acy. Mlldred .... fndiana
tr{artin, Gerald ..,. Indiana
IIclennan, Ross ......,.. Michigan
McWee, Edith ...,... Pennsylvania
Miller, Harold .... Indiana
lloore, Monzelle ,...... .,.. Indiaqa
Mumby, Pauline . Michigan
Myere, Clair ...,..... Ohio
Nelson, Donna .... fndiana
Nelson, Maxine ... Indiana
Neuenschwander, Artbu ... Indiana
Nysewander, Roberta .. ..,. Indiana
Oborn, Robert .... Indiana
Page, Wallace New York
Patton, Luther .. New York
Perrcns, Cyril ...,..... Minnesota
Persons, Edith , Minnesota
Pettit, George . New York
Pogtre, Caolyn .... Indiana
Raymonde, Jean ......,... , Indiana
Reppat. Carl .. . . Indiara
Reynolds, Martha ......... Indiana
Rose, Robert .,.... fndiana
Rose, Thora ... Indiana
Royster, Vireinia . Indiana
Sanderson, Bertha ...... New York
Smith, Dorothy New Yqk
Smith, Mrs. Logan ..,,.... Indiana
Sobel, Ruth ..,... fndiana
Stanley, Lois ...., Indiana
Stephens, Margaret ... Pennsylvania
Stuart, -fosephine ......... fndiana
Stuart, Paul ....,. Indiana
Sutton, Glenber ,,, Indiana
Tinkle, David ..... fndiana
Tinkle, Helen .,....Indiana
Trefz, Margaret ............. Ohio
Walters, Leroy .,..,.. Pennsylvania
Wcshmuth, Mary ..,.,..... Indiana
Weaver, Dorothy ... Ohio
Weed, tr{axine ,..... Ohio
Wheeler, Rebecca ..,......, fndiana
Yeater, Bertha .. fndiana
Yeater, Eleanor ... Indiana




Seniors ... ..... ...... 44
Juniors . ...... 43
Sophomore '.... .. 59
Freshmen ..,...106
Estburg, Ruth .. . Indiana
Hamm. 
-Mildred .... Indima
Hewiti, Samuel A. ..... New York
Unclassi{ied ... '. . '. . .. 7
Music .. ........ 91
States rqpresmted . ,. . ... '. ..... 2l
F-oreign countries represented ... 7




Fioride . '.. ' ..... ... 2Illinois,.. ......'..,.2
rndiana. """"""140Iowa... 7
Kansas .... .'....... 9
Kentucky '.... 2Maryland I
Massachusetts I
Michigan . '.... 20Minnesota 4
Nebrxka . '. '.. 2
New Jersey 3
New York ......... '.. 39
North Dakota ,. ... ,., ' 2Ohio.. .......23
Pennsylvania .... ,.. '.. ' 26
South Dakota ........., 8
Wisconsin I
Canada . I
Huffman, D. Paul ,... ohio
Johmon, Robqt I. ....,.. Indiam
Lishty, Delbert M. ........ Indiana
ONE MONTH SPECIAL BIBLT COURSPS
Wills and Memorials
Whenever you are planning to leave certain amounts
to Taylor University, whether for memorial buildings,
scholarship, or whatever purpose you may have in
mind, the following items should be in this document:
FIRST, use the following designation: "I give, devise,
and bequeath to Taylor University of The William Taylor
Foundation, a corporation organized and existing under
the laws of Indiana, with its office and place of business
at Upland, Grant County, State of Indiana."
ITEM 2: Be sure to describe aciurately how you want
the fund used. If it is a memorial library, or memorial
scholarship fund, make your description specific as to
the use of this fund.
ITEM 3: "I designate the President of Taylor University
and the President of The William Taylor Foundation as
the executors of my estate, giving to them the full right
to sell any real estate, and any of the personal property,
which may be included in said devise or bequest, at the
death of the donor, and reinvest the proceeds thereof in
the establishment of said Fund, all without any order of
any court whatsoever."
If you have been thinking about making your will,
do it now. Many put it off too long. Taylor welcomes
hny questions you may have in mind relative to any
wills or memorials.
For complete information or personal conference,
write to the
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE,
Tevr,on IJwrvrnsrrv,
IIPLAND, INDIANA
